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Abstract

Abstract
Purpose: Over the last couple of decades, globalization has impacted market competition. This
results in that companies heavily offshore to low-wage countries to enhance its competitiveness
through lower costs. Offshoring constitutes relocation of manufacturing activities to other existing manufacturing sites in foreign countries. In recent years, low-wage countries have grown
and developed. Studies show that low cost environments are increasing in cost, eliminating the
benefits of offshoring. This phenomenon has sparked a new trend, ‘reshoring’- to bring back
manufacturing to the home country, which has been acknowledged by both researchers and
practitioners. The trend has become more distinct due to the increasing numbers of cases where
companies that previously offshored manufacturing activities are returning them to the home
country. The research done on reshoring focuses mainly on a “why” perspective, with drivers
that cause reshoring and barriers that prevent them. However, research concerning the outcomes
of what a company expected from reshoring and what they achieved afterwards is limited, especially in the high cost environment of Sweden. The purpose of this study is to explore the
expected and achieved outcomes of the reshoring process through a multiple case study including four companies from Sweden that have reshored manufacturing back to Sweden.
Method: The method used in this thesis was a systematic literature review to gain knowledge
of the phenomenon. With the help of the systematic literature review an interview guide was
created to assist in the data collection. This thesis used a multiple case study, the data was
collected through semi-structured interviews and documents. The findings were analyzed
within each case, cross-case, and in comparison to literature.
Findings: To analyze the outcomes on the same premises, the researcher had to create a framework. All the outcomes from the literature were categorized based on firms’ operational and
competitive capabilities namely cost, quality, delivery, flexibility, service, innovation, environment, culture, risk mitigation, reputation and trust, and government legislations. It was found
that all the case companies had a successful reshoring process and all their expected outcomes
were achieved. However, in comparison to the expected outcomes found in the literature, the
companies expected less from reshoring. The companies were unaware of the full extent of
reshoring, since their expectations were limited. The most expected outcome of reshoring,
found in all the cases and in theory were: to decrease total cost, increase delivery speed, increase
reputation and trust, and use the comfort of the home culture. A thorough analysis of achieved
outcomes, in case and in literature, showed that all the case companies have achieved lower
total cost, increased delivery speeds and higher reputation and trust. On comparing all the
achieved outcomes in case and in literature it is evident that researchers have studied the process
of reshoring from a why and theoretical perspective, aside from the effects after the reshoring,
which this thesis has accomplished. A comparison between expected and achieved outcomes
of all the case companies collectively, showed that they have achieved lower costs, higher quality, better service and higher reputation and trust, beyond what they expected.
Implications: Reshoring back to Sweden would bring back more manufacturing jobs and encourage further local sourcing within the country. Strategical collaboration within the supply
chain in the home country would make companies more responsive to customer demand. Geographically, the literature lacks case studies from Sweden, therefore, this thesis will contribute
to theory by presenting successful reshoring case studies from Sweden
Keywords: reshoring, manufacturing, expected outcomes, achieved outcomes
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Introduction

The phenomenon of manufacturing reshoring has gained momentum. This chapter aims
to give the reader the background of reshoring and what has been done so far in the
theory of reshoring. The problem description will make the research gaps within this
phenomenon evident for the reader, leading to formulate the purpose and the research
questions of this thesis. The chapter also covers the scope, delimitations, and the outline
of this thesis.

1.1 Background
Over the last couple of decades, globalization has impacted market competition (Gottfredson et al., 2005; Hilletofth and Jäger, 2011). This resulted in that companies have
heavily offshored to improve its competitiveness, profiting in particular, from low labor
costs, business-friendly environment and access to raw materials (Baden-Fuller et al.,
2000; Holcomb and Hitt, 2007; Hilletofth and Hilmola, 2010). Offshoring comprises
relocation of manufacturing or supplier activities to low-cost countries (Foerstl et al.,
2016). The location decision is a crucial aspect for all manufacturing companies that
not only affects manufacturing, but the entire supply chain (Arlbjørn and Mikkelsen,
2014; Ellram et al., 2013). Finding the optimum location can offer competitive advantages (MacCarthy and Atthirawong, 2003) and it depends on several aspects, such
as manufacturing costs, availability of raw materials, proximity to final markets, and
transportation costs (Christopher and Towill, 2002). Still, manufacturing cost seems to
be the main variable companies focus on. The explanation for this is the ever-increasing
competition driven partly by the globalization and maturing of markets (Hilletofth and
Ericsson, 2007).
The strong trend in recent decades, in both research and practice, has been that manufacturing has moved away from high cost to low cost environments, e.g., from US and
Europe to Asia (MacCarthy and Atthirawong, 2003; Westkämper, 2006; Fredriksson
and Jonsson, 2009; Westkämper, 2013). The research and practice in this area has focused on offshoring and outsourcing to low cost countries (Holcomb and Hitt, 2007;
Jensen et al., 2013; Kotabea et al., 2008; McIvor, 2013). This trend is responsible for
the movement of millions of manufacturing jobs in developed economies towards developing countries. The consequence has led to managerial challenges for companies
and steady weakening of manufacturing activities in the western hemisphere. In the US
alone, the number of manufacturing jobs declined from 19 million in 1978 to 13 million
in 2013 (Barrentine and Whelan, 2014).
In recent years, studies have shown that low cost environments are increasing in cost,
eradicating the benefits of offshoring (Pannova and Hilletofth, 2016), resulting in a new
trend of reshoring value creating activities to the home country. Reshoring is defined
by Foerstl, Kirchoff and Bals (2016) as:
The relocation of value creation tasks from offshore locations to geographically closer
locations such as domestic or nearshore countries and based on the following premises:
it is the reverse decision of a previous decision to offshore; it can refer to all or only a
part of previously offshored activities; and it is irrespective of the ownership mode in the
offshore country.

The matter of reshoring manufacturing to a company's home country has been acknowledged, both in research and practice (e.g., Arlbjørn and Mikkelsen, 2014; Ellram et al.,
2013; Martínez Mora and Merino, 2014; Tate, 2014; Tate et al., 2014). Reshoring is a
trend observed mainly in high cost environments (Needham, 2014; Sirkin et al., 2011;
8
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Janssen et al., 2012; Ferreira and Heilala, 2011; Canham and Hamilton, 2013). The
trend characterizes the increasing number of visible cases where companies that previously offshored manufacturing activities are returning them to the home country (or
former manufacturing base). The trend is apparent in the US where more and more
companies choose to move back manufacturing (Ellram et al., 2013). This trend is not
yet visible in Sweden, where several companies still offshore rather than reshore manufacturing (Svenskt Näringsliv, 2015). Nevertheless, an increased activity around
reshoring can also be seen in Sweden.

1.2 Problem description
Several areas have been researched within the phenomenon reshoring (Figure 1.1).

Figure 1.1 Research done on reshoring (Wiesmann et al., 2017)

Reshoring has been motivated with theoretical foundations such as Transaction Cost
Economics (TCE), Resourced Based View (RBV) and Ownership-Location-Internationalization advantages (OLI) (Wiesmann et al., 2017). Decision-making frameworks
are based on a context of a constantly changing continuum between offshoring and
reshoring decisions. Arik (2013) proposed a model in which firms’ off and reshoring
decisions are driven by global competitive dynamics, the home state competitive environment and firm-specific factors. Vice versa, decisions are influenced by global constraints and incentives, home state level constraints and incentives, and firm level constraints and opportunities. After the initial offshoring decision (based on the above and
an expanded field of firm-specific strategic goals for example to enter a new market),
the firm decides by means of a ‘host country opportunity matrix’ (which considers risks,
low cost of production, market failure and low market potentials) if the present situation
requires any changes (Arik, 2013).
The main body of literature evaluates the reshoring decision mostly from a “why” perspective (Wiesmann et al., 2017). Within that process, barriers to reshoring can be identified as when comparisons are made, however, most papers focus on what drives firms
to make the reshoring decision although the locational advantage of having low labor
costs at the offshoring location (Wiesmann et al., 2017). According to some authors
reshoring can only occur in connection to previously failed offshoring activities (Kinkel, 2014; Canham and Hamilton, 2013; Gray et al., 2013). Scientific studies on reshoring have been conducted in Spain (Martínez-Mora and Merino, 2014), Germany (Kinkel and Maloca, 2009) and Denmark (Arlbjørn and Mikkelsen, 2014). However, there
is limited research on reshoring back to Sweden. In a survey, Svenskt Näringsliv (2015)
found that there was no visible reshoring trend in the Swedish economy. Nonetheless,
an increasing number of reshoring cases have been reported in Sweden, e.g. Kinnarps,
Thermia, Rapid, Scania, and Ewes (Snoei and Wiesmann, 2015). Reshoring back to
Sweden is a possibility and something that companies would consider. The main body
9
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of literature mostly evaluate reshoring from a ‘drivers/ barriers’ perspective (Wiesmann
et al., 2017) and not what companies expected and achieved from reshoring. Therefore,
there is a research gap within the outcomes of reshoring. This thesis addresses the research gap in what outcomes companies expected prior to reshoring and what outcomes
were achieved after reshoring, within the Swedish industry. Bridging these research
gaps would help to explore and understand the expected outcomes and the achieved
outcomes of the reshoring process. This thesis is beneficial to both decision makers and
managers in a company, and researchers to further study this topic.

1.3 Purpose and research questions
The research done on expected and achieved outcomes of reshoring in Sweden is limited, hence, there is a need to explore this avenue of research. Therefore, the purpose of
this study is:
To explore and understand expected and achieved outcomes of the reshoring process
from a Swedish perspective.
The purpose of this study is fulfilled through two research questions. The reshoring
process starts with a driver or the need to move production back to the home country.
In time, the companies have expectations of what they are going to achieve. Hence the
first research question is as follows:
1. What are the expected outcomes prior to the reshoring process within the
Swedish manufacturing industry?
The research will explore what outcomes the Swedish companies expected and what
outcomes the companies achieved through reshoring. The research will cover the positive and/or negative effects, which the companies did not expect from reshoring. Therefore, the second research question is as follows:
2. What are the achieved outcomes after the reshoring process within the
Swedish manufacturing industry?
The research questions will be answered through multiple case study, involving four
Swedish companies that have reshored back to Sweden.

1.4 Scope and Delimitations
The scope of this study is to find the expected and achieved outcomes of reshoring back
to Sweden (home country) (Figure 1.2).
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Figure 1.2 Scope of the thesis indicating a focus on expected and achieved outcomes

In the systematic literature review, there is no geographical delimitation since research
on reshoring back to Sweden is scarce. However, within the multiple case study there
is a geographical delimitation that all the four companies included in this thesis are
located in Sweden and have reshored back to Sweden. Furthermore, the research questions will be answered through the empirical findings of the multiple case study. Also,
insourcing of services is not within the scope of this study.

1.5 Outline
Chapter two, the Research Method, strives to give a thorough description of methods
and execution. The research design, research process and the research quality. Chapter
three, the Literature Review, will provide a systematic review of the status of the researched topic, the content analysis will provide a framework to analyze the outcomes
on the same premises. The framework will act as a foundation for the analysis and towards answering the research questions. Chapter four, the findings, presents the empirical data collected by applying the methods. Chapter five, Analysis, this chapter analysis the findings with the framework within case, cross-case and the empirical findings
are also compared towards the literature. Finally, chapter six, Concluding Remarks, this
chapter presents the conclusions, implications, limitations and future research.
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Research Method

The research method chapter aims to enlighten the reader how the data for this thesis
was collected and analyzed along with why certain techniques applied. Since the main
objective of a thesis is to contribute to answer the research questions and fulfil the
purpose, the methodology must be well suited. Furthermore, this chapter is of utmost
importance to the thesis as it allows the reader to draw conclusions on the research
quality.

2.1 Research Philosophy
There is a research gap concerning the expected and achieved outcomes of reshoring
back to Sweden. The researcher initiated the research by examining the literature to get
a better understanding of the phenomenon. Next step was the multiple case study to
study the phenomenon up close through observations and interpret the context and connections to gain knowledge. According to Hughes and Sharrock (1997), knowledge of
phenomena can be gained through an interpretative procedure in the imaginative recreation of experience of others to grasp the meaning, this philosophy is referred to as
interpretivism (Hughes and Sharrock, 1997).
According to Kelly (1955), interpretivists make sense of the world on individual basis
and personally construct reality. Their research task is to understand how the various
entities construct the world around them and their concern is with the beliefs, feelings
and interpretation of their participants. Interpretivists understand the perspectives of
others fully different from themselves (Glesne & Peshkin, 1992). Research on expected
and achieved outcomes of reshoring is still in its infancy. The comprehension of its
motivations and patterns deserves further research. Accordingly, understanding such
phenomenon requires that the lived experience of others be grasped through the apprehension of thoughts and understanding that has gone into their production (Hughes and
Sharrock, 1997).

2.2 Research Approach
The research approach for this thesis has been by first gathering theory through a systematic literature review. The theory was gathered to understand the current status of
the phenomenon with the intention to gain enough knowledge to carry out a multiple
case study. Together with the theory and the findings from the multiple case study, new
theory has been created (Figure 2.1).
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Figure 2.1 Research approach

This approach is referred as inductive. According to Patel and Davidson (2016), inductive research process starts with gathering existing theoretical knowledge from prior
research. Next step is real-life observations leading to theoretical conclusions. These
specific events are then used to formulate generalizations. When theory and observations are aligned, new theories, hypotheses and propositions are presented, and it is
possible to apply the conclusions in practice (Eriksson, 2015).
The research approach focused on qualitative data. The primary data was qualitative.
However, since the first research question was about expected outcomes prior to reshoring, there was a reliability issue in remembering what the expected outcomes were.
Therefore, we expected companies to have documents of the point of time prior to ensure the reliability issue of research question 1. According to Patel and Davidson (2016)
qualitative data focus on soft data in the form of verbal data and text material.
The research approach can be viewed as an explorative approach. According to Jacobsen (2002) an explorative study aims at new increased knowledge and develop theories
of the phenomenon under study. The approach generates new theories and hypotheses,
giving deep insights into few units and knowing the content of the phenomenon (Jacobsen 2002).

2.3 Systematic Literature Review
To understand the phenomenon studied we chose to perform a systematic literature review to analyze the existing literature systematically. This chapter gives the method for
selection of articles to build the understanding of the amount of previous research done
in this field and how the articles were analyzed.
2.3.1 Research Strategy
According to Patel and Davidson (2016) literature review has a crucial role in research.
It is designed for identifying, evaluating, and interpreting the existing body of theory.
It provides a foundation to get an overview about the research done by summarizing
the content. In addition, an in-depth search of the literature allows the researcher to
13
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recognize the gaps in previous research and therefore justify a proposed study in relation to a demonstrated need (Williamson, 2002). Furthermore, a systematic literature
review is based on an analytical review scheme to systematically evaluate the contribution of recorded documents and it requires the use of a clear algorithm to perform a
search and critically assess the results (Jesson et al. 2011). Through applying the
scheme, the quality of the reviewing process and its results are improved, since the
gathering of documents follows a clearly defined, transparent, and repeatable procedure
(Jesson et al. 2011). In general, the compilation of a review follows three steps which
can be described as data collection, data analysis, and synthesis of the findings. Each
part must be conducted with scientific rigor to ensure high quality results. Unlike a
common literature review, which is often a collection of data randomly selected by the
researcher, the systematic review approach is less subjective due to the use of the predefined data gathering algorithm (Jesson et al. 2011).
2.3.2 Data Collection
Initially the umbrella topic ‘Reshoring’ was used and combined with closely related
words like: ‘Backshoring’, ‘Inshoring’ and ‘Onshoring’. The second term which was of
interest to this thesis was the umbrella term ‘Outcomes’ and its synonyms like: ‘Effects’, ‘Fallout’, ‘Aftereffect’, ‘Consequence’ and ‘End result’. The final search string
can be seen in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1 Strategy for material collection
Database

1

2

Scopus

Web of
Science

3

ProQuest

4

ScienceDirect

Search
string

(reshoring
OR backshoring OR
onshoring
OR inshoring) AND
(outcomes
OR effects
OR fallout
OR aftereffect OR
consequence OR
“end results”)

Delimitations
Search field

Document
type

Date
range

Language

Results

92

Article, Title,
Abstract,
Keywords,
Content

Peer-reviewed
journals

8 (Including
duplicates)
2014 to
present

English
105 (Including duplicates)
64 (Including duplicates)

Initial sample

269 (Including duplicates)

The databases used for the search were Scopus, Web of Science, ProQuest and ScienceDirect. The choice of databases was based on the overall relevance to scientific,
technical and business fields. The initial sample was 269 articles with duplicates.
2.3.3 Data Analysis
The 269 articles were narrowed down through removal of duplicates and abstract
screening (22 articles). The final sample of 25 articles was compiled with additional
sources (Table 2.2).
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Table 2.2 Strategy for selecting the final sample
Step

Criteria

Sample after 1st
screening

Removal of duplicates. Abstract screening, only those
articles which have a good relevance to the field of study
were selected.
Sources which were included as a reference in two or
more of the sources selected after first screening.

Sample of additional sources
Final sample

Results
22

3
25

Reading the final sample of 25 articles we realized that to analyze the expected and
achieved outcomes we needed a framework. A framework that would ensure all the
outcomes to be analyzed on the same premises. The framework was created based on
competitive and operational capabilities with the help of categories found in Sansone
et al., (2016) and it matched the outcomes from the literature. The 25 articles were
scanned with the analytical review scheme of expected and achieved outcomes. These
outcomes were put in the framework, tabulated with categories and factors, explained
in Section 3.2.4.
Additionally, the 25 articles were scanned with the analytical review scheme and analyzed based on the year of publication, journal title, region, country, industry and applied research strategy to establish where reshoring occurs within the body of literature.
We also focused on how the body of literature defined reshoring and what type of
reshoring used.

2.4 Multiple Case Study
After gaining theoretical knowledge about the phenomenon studied, a multiple case
study was performed using semi-structured interviews and documents to collect data.
2.4.1 Research Strategy
This thesis used a multiple case study including four companies. According to Yin
(2013), a case study investigates a phenomenon in depth within a real-life context to
gain a deeper understanding of the phenomenon. A uniform semi-structured interview
guide was used in all the cases. The findings in a multiple case study can be more reliable than the findings in a single case study. The purpose of the study was to explore
and understand expected and achieved outcomes of the reshoring back to Sweden.
Gathering data from several companies’ perspective of expected outcomes and
achieved outcomes in the reshoring process provided the research with a broader exploratory foundation. This thesis used a purposive sampling since the number of companies which have reshored to Sweden is limited and there is no database that lists
existing reshoring companies. According to Williamson (2002), purposive sampling is
used when it appears impossible to select a random sampling and when it is vital to
include specific groups in a sample. The criteria for the sample were that all companies
have gone through the process of reshoring according to our definition (see section
3.2.1). The sample did not distinguish between the different types of reshoring. All
types where considered.
Guided by these principles, an extensive search on companies that reshored manufacturing back to Sweden started together with staff at Jönköping University. The search
ended up with a list of 28 companies. 16 companies were contacted through e-mail,
since these companies have had no previous contact with the university before. Out of
16 companies, only 2 of them answered the e-mail. They were case company B and C.
These companies were contacted through phone to get an understanding if they could
15
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be a part of the research. Company visits and interviews were booked. The other 2
companies i.e., A and D, had an already established contact with the university and
were a part of a larger research project on reshoring.
2.4.2
Data Collection
To investigate our topic, the most suitable tool to collect data is interviews. Several
strengths of this data gathering method is that it has a clear target, focuses purely on the
topic of the case study and that it can offer deep insight into the phenomenon (Yin
2003). The type of interview we used was a semi-structured interview. We wanted the
interviewee to have room to explain himself/herself without losing the thread of the
topic and to explain things that we have not considered. To assist this process, an interview guide was created from the examined body of literature, especially from Section
3.2.5 and 3.2.6. The primarily aim of the interview guide was to collect data, to answer
research question 2 and to assist to answer research question 1.
The interview guide was formulated according to Williamson (2002) with a funnel approach from general questions to specific questions which allowed for probing the question during the interview. The interview guide was identical for all cases to ensure comparability and easier location of consistent patterns. To handle the reliability issue with
research question 1, secondary data was used. Secondary data (such as documents or
reports) can be used when it is impossible to get primary data (Jacobsen, 2002). Unfortunately, the companies would not share any detailed reports of the reshoring process.
As it turned out, the interviews assisted in finding the expected and achieved outcomes
(Figure 2.2).

Figure 2.2 Data collection methods
However, the companies shared some documents. To obtain profound and detailed data
from well-informed sources, case interviews have been conducted with people in managing positions, whom were key persons during the reshoring process (Table 2.3).
Table 2.3 Interview details
Case

Position

Type of Interview

A

Purchasing Manager, Market and Sales Coordinator,
Operative Purchaser
CEO

B

Duration

Group, Face to face

Interview
Reference
1

Single, Face to face

2

90 min

90 min

C

CEO

Single, Telephone

3

60 min

D

Strategic Production Location Manager

Single, Face to face

4

250 min

16
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All interviews have been recorded and notes were taken simultaneously. To obtain the
most detailed and complete information, the interviews were conducted in Swedish
(mother tongue of interviewee). Subsequently, the obtained records were transformed
into translated transcripts (English) in the form of summaries to allow comparisons and
analysis. All interviews were built on the same interview guide. The length of the interviews and collected material from each of the case companies may vary, depending
on the interviewee’s description of the process. This thesis has a similar amount of data
on each of the cases and findings were analyzed on equal grounds.
2.4.3 Data Analysis
The interviews were recorded and after the interview the relevant data was transcribed.
Data analysis was executed using an ‘a priori’ coding technique which is a deductive
coding technique that identifies words, phrases, categories, or themes according to theory that was used as a foundation. The transcribed data was rewritten in a more structured way following the order of: company description- explaining the company and its
product; reshoring case- to give background and understanding for why the companies
wanted to reshore and what type of reshoring used; expected outcomes- to give the expected outcomes that the company had prior to reshoring and finally; achieved outcomes- to give information of the achieved outcomes after reshoring.
The findings from the multiple case study were analyzed within each case, cross-case
and compared to literature. The findings were tabulated according to the categories
found in the literature (3.2.4). This was done to ensure a straightforward analysis of the
findings from the multiple case study and in comparison to the literature. It ensures the
same framework of categorization and an equal ground of comparison. The comparison
was done to detect new categories, differences and similarities within case, cross case
and in comparison to the literature. The case study differentiated on type of reshoring
to detect any similarities, differences or correlations.

2.5 Research Quality
When evaluating the quality of qualitative research, Eriksson (2015) argues that the
reader must be able to decide if the research is trustworthy. There are four main criteria
associated to the planning and execution of research: credibility, transferability, dependability and conformability (Lincoln and Guba 1985).
Credibility is broken down into six sub-categories. Prolonged engagement, which is
evaluating whether the researcher have been participating in the empirical context long
enough to understand the setting in which the phenomenon is being studied. Persistent
observation, evaluates if enough time have been taken so that most important events
can been identify and studied in-depth. Triangulation, cross-checking data to ensure
validity. Peer debriefing, exposing the researcher and the research to an unbiased peer
with the aim of being entirely transparent. Referential adequacy, keeping some of the
data raw to facilitate findings to be revisited (e.g. keeping raw data in appendix). Member checks, allowing informants to review data. Transferability is the capacity to yield
a rigorous description that grants an understanding whether a transfer of the findings is
possible. Dependability is providing opportunity for the reader to examine the process
of inquiry. Conformability is assessing the finalized research and the consistency between theory, framework, data and findings. We will evaluate the quality of our research accordingly. As researchers, we can assess our research although it will be biased
(Table 2.4).
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Table 2.4 Trustworthiness of the research.
Information

Author’s remarks

Prolonged engagement

We started the research on 2016-1101 and finished on 2017-05-12.

Persistent observation

The reshoring process had already
occurred. Data collection was done
once at four companies. However,
the companies could be contacted for
further questions.
Multiple case study, documents, and
semi-structured interviews were
used. Data was compared to existing
theory.

We have studied the phenomenon for over 6
months.
We did not have the possibility to study the reshoring
process in real time.

Trustworthiness
criterion
1. Credibility

Triangulation

Peer debriefing

Referential adequacy

Member checks

Three seminars: planning report,
stage report, and final report, also examiner’s feedback and opposition on
planning report was taken.
Due to confidentiality of data we cannot have the raw material in appendix. However, from the interview we
use supporting quotes.
Both the authors checked the data.

Transferability

Rigorous methodology, findings, and
analysis chapter.

2. Dependability

The analysis chapter is transparent.
All the data available to the authors
can be found in the findings chapter.

3. Conformability

Analysis was based on one single
framework for literature and case
study to ensure consistency and
common ground of analysis. Analysis
was performed within case, cross
case and in comparison to literature.

We have cross-checked
data to achieve both
source and method triangulation.
Unfortunately, the stage
report seminar was cancelled.
We have all the raw data
saved, from audio files to
transcribed texts, which
can be revisited.
Due to time and resource
restrictions, exposure of
data was restricted.
Transfer of findings is possible under same contexts.
The whole report is transparent and the inquiry process is systematically addressed.
Carefully evaluated the
choice of words within expected and achieved outcomes. Tabulated the findings to ensure consistency
when analyzed.

However, it will be up to the reader to decide if our research is trustworthy. We believe
this study to be trustworthy, according to the criteria given above, although there are
some limitations in this thesis, as mentioned in Section 6.3.
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3

Literature Review

The literature review is structured as a systematic literature review on ‘reshoring’. The
search for material was extensive and it resulted in 25 articles. In the following paragraphs, the material is first analyzed descriptively and then content wise.

3.1 Descriptive Analysis
The literature review sample was analyzed through descriptive and statistic dimensions.
Articles were categorized according to their publication year, distribution of articles by
journals, distribution by region and country, to their research methodology, type of industry and if they addressed expected outcomes or both (achieved and expected outcomes).
3.1.1 Distribution by Year
The body of literature consisted of 25 scientific articles. The distribution of articles
started in 2014 with the last in 2017. The allocation of papers in year can be seen in
Figure 3.1. Most of the articles were published in 2016. The sample was collected in
January 2017, hence it is not a full year.
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Figure 3.1 Distribution of publications by year (N=25)

In Figure 3.2 the sampled articles are categorized according to which journals they appear in.
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Figure 3.2 Distribution of articles by journals (N=25)

The most appearing journal is Operations Management Research with 7 articles followed by 3 articles each from the Journal of Purchasing and Supply Management, the
International Journal of Physical Distribution and Logistics Management, and The International Journal of Production Economics. These four journals make up for 64 percent (16 out of 25) of the articles.
3.1.2 Distribution by Region and Country
Distribution by region of the articles can be seen in Figure 3.3.

No specific region

10%
16%

32%

Europe
North America
Asia

19%
23%

UK

Figure 3.3 Distribution by region (N=25).

The most appearing region is no specific region. Since many of the articles are purely
theoretical, conceptual papers, models and do not address any region. The second most
appearing region is Europe as many of the case studies found in the articles is from that
region and closely followed by North America due to large reshoring initiatives from
USA. Distribution by country can be seen in Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4 Distribution by Country (N=25)

The most appearing country is USA, due to plenty of case studies from the USA. The
trend of reshoring is strong in USA. Europe and USA combined is the most occurring
region and country. It is due to their high cost environment that they have been known
to offshore. However, in recent years, studies have shown that low cost environments
are increasing in cost, affecting the manufacturing cost negatively for the companies
offshoring and outsourcing (Pannova and Hilletofth, 2016). Hence a trend can be seen
that reshoring is increasing in these regions and countries.
3.1.3 Distribution by Industry
The distribution by industry type found in the articles can be seen in Figure 3.5. The
most occurring distribution of industry is unspecified, since the majority of articles are
purely theoretical, conceptual papers, models and do not address any specific industry.
Furthermore, the most occurring industry is manufacturing. This industry has been
known to be popular to offshore within (MacCarthy and Atthirawong, 2003;
Westkämper, 2006; Fredriksson and Jonsson, 2009; Westkämper, 2013).
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Figure 3.5 Distribution by Industry (N=25)
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3.1.4 Applied Research Strategy
The articles were categorized according to their research methodologies. The research
methodologies were classified into five groups. The different groups were characterized
as, model, theory, survey, mixed methods (theory, survey, case) and case study. The
applied research strategy of the articles can be seen in Figure 3.6.

8%
28%

Model
20%

Theory
Survey

12%
32%

Mixed Methods
Case Study

Figure 3.6 Applied research strategy (N=25)

The majority of the papers used mixed methods and case study. This is because the
focus area is more related to reality of reshoring. Mixed methods and case study can
explore the reshoring phenomenon and provide empirical evidences. Furthermore, few
articles tell about after reshoring.
3.1.5

Distribution of Expected and Achieved Outcomes

3
Adressed Expected
Outcomes
Adressed Both
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Figure 3.7 Distribution of expected and achieved outcomes (N=25)

In Figure 3.7, the distribution of articles addressing expected and achieved outcomes
found in the articles can be seen. It is evident that most articles only address expected
outcomes prior to reshoring. Only three articles address the expected outcomes prior to
reshoring and achieved outcomes after reshoring. This shows that research performed
on achieved outcomes is limited and case studies that focus on before and after the
phenomenon is uncommon. Within the sample no article has exclusively addressed
achieved outcomes of reshoring.

3.2 Content Analysis
The body of literature were scanned for their definition of reshoring since there are so
many synonyms for it. Additionally, the articles were scanned to find the expected and
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achieved outcomes of reshoring. From the articles, it was evident that there are different
types of reshoring. The researchers realized that type of reshoring might affect the expected and achieved outcomes hence the research differentiate them. These steps helped
us to better understand our focus in the reshoring process (Figure 3.8).

Figure 3.8 Our focus in the reshoring process

3.2.1 Reshoring, Reaching a Consensus
To understand the phenomenon of reshoring and its implied meaning, a thorough search
of the term was done in the systematic literature review. In Table 3.1, the different
definitions found in the literature of reshoring and its closely related terms (backshoring, back-reshoring) can be seen.
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Table 3.1 Definitions of reshoring
Umbrella Term

Definition
“Reshoring” or “back-shoring” have been defined
in broad terms as “moving manufacturing back to
the country of [the firm’s] parent company”

“Re-shoring indicates the decision by multinational firms to bring back to the home economy
some of their previously offshored activities”

References
Ellram (2013) in Fratocchi et
al (2016, p. 100), Stentoft et
al (2016, p. 134), Wiesmann
et al (2017, p. 24), Bals et
al. (2016, p. 103), Robinson
et al. (2016, p. 90)
Bailey and De Propis,
(2014, p. 380)

“Reshoring is the process through which a transnational corporation relocates all or part of valuable activities conducted abroad to the home country of the transnational corporation”

UNCTAD (2013) in Zhai,
Sun & Zhang (2016, p.62)

“Firms’ decisions to move previously offshored
value creation activities back to domestic locations”

Bals et al (2016, p. 103)

”In order to understand the re-shoring decisionmaking processes, we believe that it should be
explained as the reversion of a previous decision
rather than an independent event.”

Joubioux and Vanpoucke
(2016, p. 118)

“The reshoring in this paper includes the manufacturing being brought back home occurred both
in the factory of an offshore supplier and in an
owned facility in an offshore location”

Zhai et al. (2016, p. 63)

Reshoring
“In this short paper, we use the term reshoring
and we focus on the voluntary (i.e., not forced by
host country governments) corporate strategy regarding the home-country’s partial or total relocation of production or other business functions to
serve the local, regional, or global demands.”
“The popular press has lauded the emergence of
a reshoring trend: the relocation of manufacturing
facilities from traditional offshore locations to
more attractive offshore locations, or even home
to the United States. This article focuses on the
relocation of manufacturing capabilities back to
the U.S.”
“As the phenomenon analyzed in this paper refers
to the transfer of manufacturing activities back to
the country of the parent company, we will use
the term “reshoring”.”
“We refer reshoring as the activities that take
place when a buyer company relocates its outsourcing activities from international suppliers
back to US-based domestic suppliers.”

Albertoni et al. (2015, p. 9)

Tate et al. (2014, p. 382)

Martinez and Merino (2014,
p. 225)

Uluska et al. (2016, p. 93)

“the geographic relocation of a functional, value
creating operation from a location abroad back to
the domestic country of the company”

Holz(2009) in Fratocchi et al
(2016, p.100)

“re-concentration of parts of production from own
foreign locations as well as from foreign suppliers
to the domestic production site of the company”

Kinkel and Maloca(2009) in
Fratoochi et al (2016, p.100)
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“We refer to backshoring as the company decision to relocate activities back to the home country regardless of the ownership of the activities relocated.”
“Moving production in the opposite direction of offshoring and outsourcing is termed as backshoring
or insourcing. These practices do not necessarily
imply relocating manufacturing to the country
where it was originally offshored or outsourced,
but could mean that it is backshored or insourced
to a facility in another country owned by the company”

Backshoring

“Repatriation of activities or functions from another country to be carried out in-house by a company in its home country”

Back-Reshoring

” Given the heterogeneity of terms adopted by different scholars, in this paper we propose the term
manufacturing “back-reshoring” to denote the decision to relocate in the firm's home country production or supply previously off-shored.”

Stentoft et al. (2016, p. 134)

Arlbjorn et al. (2014, p. 60)

Gylling et al. (2015, p. 92)

Fratocchi et al. (2014, p. 56)

The literature reveals that the definition of reshoring is not in consensus, however the
most occurring definition from the sample of 25 articles is given by Ellram (2013, p.3)
which states “moving manufacturing back to the country of [the firm’s] parent company”. From Table 3.1, we can further break down the definitions into different contexts. Qualitative analysis of these definitions is given below, showing what the authors
imply and what percent of these articles use these definitions (Figure 3.9).
Bringing back
manufacturing/production to home
country
Bringing back value
creation/economy to home country

16%
32%

Bringing back activities to home
country

24%
12%

Bringing back manufacturing/value
creation/economy/production based
on previously offshore decision
Bringing back manufacturing/value
creation/economy/production based
on location

16%

Figure 3.9 Distributions of implied meaning of definitions (N=25)

To reach a consensus, we sum up the definitions which represent majority i.e., 84% of
all the definitions. This leaves us with the following definition and what we understand
by the term reshoring.
Reshoring is defined as ‘bringing back manufacturing/production and value creating
activities to home country based on previously offshore decision.’
3.2.2 Different Types of Reshoring
According to Gray et al. (2013), there are four different types of reshoring based on the
ownership dimension, (Figure 3.10).
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1. In-house reshoring is done by relocating manufacturing activities being performed in wholly owned offshore facilities back to wholly owned local facilities.
2. Reshoring for outsourcing, is done by relocating manufacturing activities being
performed in wholly owned offshore facilities back to local suppliers.
3. Reshoring for insourcing, is done by relocating manufacturing activities being
performed by offshore suppliers back to wholly owned local facilities.
4. Outsourced reshoring is done by relocating manufacturing activities being performed by offshore suppliers back to local-based suppliers.

From: Offshore

To: Reshore
In-Housed

Outsourced

In-Housed

In-House Reshoring

Reshoring for Outsourcing

Outsourced

Reshoring for Insourcing

Outsourced Reshoring

Figure 3.10 Types of reshoring adopted from Gray et al., 2013

3.2.3 Expected and achieved Outcomes of Reshoring
The systematic literature review gives rich information on the factors that drive reshoring of the companies to the home country. These factors are labelled as ‘drivers’ within
the body of literature. Drivers are perceived when the company is still in the host country. On careful analysis of these drivers, we can predict the outcomes of reshoring. An
‘expected outcome’ is a result of reshoring, of what the company hopes for, prior to the
reshoring process. Depending on details of the process, expected outcomes can be interpreted, or assumed, or calculated from the drivers. Therefore, expected outcomes
emerge from drivers over a period of time (Figure 3.11).

Figure 3.11 Distinction between drivers, possible outcomes and achieved outcomes in the
reshoring process.

When the company determines the feasibility of the reshoring project, they establish
‘expected outcomes’. These outcomes set off in the realization phase of the project. The
reshoring project, subjected to global dynamics and uncertainty, might not achieve all
the expected outcomes. This allows us to address another type of outcomes, which we
call ‘achieved outcomes’. The achieved outcomes, specifically determine what has been
accomplished through the reshoring project. According to the Figure 3.11, we show the
relationship between drivers, expected outcomes and achieved outcomes. The achieved
outcomes are recognized after the completion of the reshoring process, and when the
company moves to the home country. After reshoring, an ‘expected outcome’ converts
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itself to an ‘achieved outcome’, when a company accomplishes what they expected
prior to the process. Achieving all the expected outcomes shows the success of the
reshoring process. The expected and achieved outcomes of reshoring collected from the
systematic literature review is seen in Table 3.2.
3.2.4 Categorization of Expected and Achieved Outcomes
Reading the final sample of 25 articles we realized that to analyze and understand the
expected and achieved outcomes we needed a framework that would ensure all the outcomes to be analyzed on the same premises. The framework was created based on competitive and operational capabilities with the help of categories found in Sansone et al.,
(2016) and from the literature. The reason to categorize the outcomes within these capabilities is because reshoring is done to improve firm’s competitiveness. To link specific outcomes and how it affects the competitiveness contributes to a deeper understanding of the impact. The thesis needed a common ground to compare, structure and
analyze the different competitive priorities and operational capabilities. We found that
Sansone et al., (2016), had done a systematic literature review of 157 articles and identified seven categories within operations capabilities framework namely cost, quality,
delivery, flexibility, service, innovation and environment. Each category is divided into
several factors depending on the context. Furthermore, additional categories from the
body of literature were found out. They were: culture (Moe et al., 2013; Ancarani et al.,
2015; Huq, Pawar & Rogers, 2016; Joubioux & Vanpoucke, 2016), risk mitigation
(Hwang & Chen, 2016; Sardar, Lee & Memon, 2016; Bals et al., 2016; Stentoft et al.,
2016; Weismann et al., 2017) reputation and trust (Hwang & Chen, 2016; Ashby,
2016), and government legislations (Hwang & Chen, 2016; Fratocchi et al., 2014; Bals
et al., 2016; Joubioux & Vanpoucke, 2016). The categories found in the body of literature were compiled and defined by the authors. All the categories and factors were tabulated to generate a framework to analyze the expected and achieved outcomes on common grounds. Each factor is defined to clearly state the context. (Table 3.2).
Table 3.2 Framework for expected and achieved outcomes
Category

Factor

Cost

Total cost
Productivity

Quality

Performance

Conformance

Durability
Delivery

Flexibility

Definition
Ability to reduce production and distribution costs.
Ability to optimize the utilization of manufacturing resources (machines, equipment, labor) and increase
their output.
Ability to provide products and processes operating at
a desired and high level of performance.
Ability to offer products and manufacturing processes
that correspond to the specifications, which help to
guarantee defects free products.
Ability to offer durable products that withstand hard
use over an extended period of time.

Dependability

Ability to provide reliable delivery by meeting delivery
schedules or promises.

Speed

Ability to provide fast delivery and respond quickly to
customer’s order.

Volume flexibility

Ability to change production volume and respond rapidly to volume change.
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Service

Production mix flexibility

Ability to change the range of products in the production and respond rapidly to changes.

Customization flexibility

Ability to adjust the product based on the customer’s
requirements and needs.

Broad product line

Ability to offer a wide range of products, with a large
number of features.

Customer service

Ability to add value to the product by providing product
information and making the product easily available
and obtainable.

After sales service

Ability to add value to the product after the purchasing
by providing effective after sale services, and delivering appropriate technical assistance and product support.
Ability to market, promote the product, and improve
the company’s image

Advertising
Broad distribution
Innovation

New product

Ability to develop and introduce updated or novel products to the market.

New service

Ability to develop and present updated and novel services to the customers.
Ability to develop and implement updated and novel
technologies.

New technology
New market
Environment

Reputation
and Trust

Ability to make the product available to a larger group
of customers.

Environmentally
friendly products

Ability to create, expand and develop products and
services, as to reach a specific group of customers.
Ability to produce products with a reduced or positive
environmental impact.

Environmentally
friendly processes

Ability to have processes with a reduced or positive
environmental impact.

General public level

Government
Legislations

Reshoring incentives

Ability to create public recognition outside the company.
Ability to strategically collaborate with suppliers and
maintain good relations to generate trust.
Ability to create a good reputation and trust from the
staff inside the company.
Ability to provide incentives for reshoring initiatives.

Culture

Communication and
Norms

Ability to communicate efficiently, understand the behavioral norms and perceptions to work ethics.

Competence

Ability to access competent and qualified personnel in
the home country.

Supplier level
Staff level

Risk Mitigation

Global market fluctuation

Ability to avoid uncertainties in exchange rate.

Host country related
risks

Ability to mitigate uncertainties within the environment
of the host country.

Supply chain risks

Ability to mitigate uncertainties in supply chain, demand forecasting and supply chain related operations.

Intellectual property
protection

Ability to protect intellectual property and keep the organization’s knowledge within the company.
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3.2.5 Expected outcomes found in the literature
The 25 articles found in the body of literature all addressed expected outcomes. The
articles were thoroughly analyzed to extract the expected outcomes (Table 3.3).
Table 3.3 Expected outcomes interpreted from the literature
Category
Cost

Factor
Total cost

Expected Outcomes
Reduced labor
costs

Reduced logistics
costs

Reduced supply
chain coordination
costs
Reduced energy
costs

Reduced cost of
sourcing
Reduced freight
costs

Reduced travel
costs
Reduced duties,
tariffs and customs
Reduced emergency costs (e.g.
air freight)
Higher control over
expenses
Reduced inventory
levels

Productivity

Better view over inventory levels
Improved execution
of core activities
Higher capacity utilization in the home
country
Higher country
manufacturing
productivity
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Quality

Performance

Conformance

Durability
Delivery

Dependability

Faster rework on
quality problems
Improved machine
maintenance
Improved quality of
materials, processes and production

Consistency in
manufacturing processes
Warranty on products
On time delivery

Production and delivery reliability

Less delivery backlogs
Better forecasting

Speed

Access to reliable
energy, telecommunications infrastructure
Improved planning
processes
Shorter time to
market
Responsiveness to
customer demand

Shorter lead-times

Proximity to customer

Higher accessible
infrastructure
Flexibility

Volume Flexibility

Higher size of minimum orders
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Production Mix
Flexibility

Service

Customization
Flexibility
Broad Product
Line
Customer service

After sales service
Advertising

Higher flexibility in
batch size
Responsive supply
chain to fluctuating
demand
Higher availability
to resources assets
Higher operational
flexibility
Higher order flexibility
Easier production
coordination
Higher customization

Improved customer
service
Easier order processing
Higher traceability
after purchase
Increased Corporate Social Responsibility

"Made-in" effect
Loyalty and patriotism
Positive marketing
outcomes

Innovation

Broad distribution
New product
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New technology
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business process
improvements
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Proximity to R&D
resources
Automated production processes
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New market

Environment

Reputation
and Trust

Environmentally
friendly products
Environmentally
friendly processes

General public
level

Supplier level

Staff level

Expand market to
home country
Open up to new
markets through diminish trade barriers

Not found
Reduced carbon
footprint
Decreased of environmental impact
Higher sustainability factor
Higher employment
rates at the home
country
Harmony in the
community
Higher ethical
standards
Higher trust and
commitment from
suppliers
Low employee turnover
Labor privilege Increased motivation
of the workforce
Higher trust and
commitment from
staff
Government subsidies for reshoring

Government
Legislations

Reshoring incentives

Culture

Communication
and Norms

Easier to communicate within home
country culture

Competence

Attract skilled workers in the home
country

Higher expertise in
the home country
Access to qualified
personnel

Risk Mitigation

Global market
fluctuation

et al., (2016); Zhai et al., (2016); Bals
et al (2016)
Stentoft et al., (2016); Wiesmann et
al., (2017)
Bals et al., (2016)

Mitigate foreign exchange rate risk
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Ashby (2016)

Fratocchi et al., (2016); Tate et al.,
(2014); Bals et al (2016)
Wiesmann et al., (2017)
Joubioux & Vanpoucke (2016)
Wiesmann et al., (2017); Joubioux &
Vanpoucke (2016)
Wiesmann et al., (2017)
Fratocchi et al., (2016); Tate et al.,
(2014)
Wiesmann et al., (2017); Joubioux &
Vanpoucke (2016)
Fratocchi et al., (2016), Stentoft et al.,
(2016); Ancarani et al., (2015); Bailey
& De Propris, (2014); Kenyon et al.,
(2016); Zhai et al., (2016); Bals et al
(2016)
Fratocchi et al., (2016); Wiesmann et
al., (2017); Ancarani et al., (2015);
Huq et al., (2016); Ashby (2016); Bals
et al (2016)
Fratocchi et al., (2016), Stentoft et al.,
(2016); Ancarani et al., (2015); Huq et
al., (2016); Ashby (2016); Bailey & De
Propris, (2014); Zhai et al., (2016);
Bals et al (2016)
Wiesmann et al., (2017)
Wiesmann et al., (2017); Huq et al.,
(2016); Stentoft et al., (2016); Bals et
al (2016); Van den Bossche et al.,
(2015)
Fratocchi et al., (2016); Stentoft et al.,
(2016); Wiesmann et al., (2017);
Anca-rani et al., (2015); Tate et al.,
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Host country related risks

Supply chain
risks

Mitigate political
risks
Mitigate social disruption/ strikes/natural disasters
Reduced global
supply chain risks

Intellectual
property protection

Stable demand
forecast
Protection of intellectual property and
patent

(2014); Bailey & De Propris, (2014);
Kenyon et al., (2016)
Wiesmann et al., (2017); Huq et al.,
(2016); Kenyon et al., (2016)
Huq et al., (2016)

Fratocchi et al., (2016), Stentoft et al.,
(2016); Ancarani et al., (2015); Bailey
& De Propris, (2014); Kenyon et al.,
(2016)
Wiesmann et al., (2017)
Stentoft et al., (2016); Wiesmann et
al., (2017), Ancarani et al., (2015);
Huq et al., (2016); Kenyon et al.,
(2016); Zhai et al., (2016); Bals et al
(2016)

From the body of literature 76 expected outcomes were found.
3.2.6 Achieved Outcomes of Reshoring
From the systematic literature review it was evident that only three articles addressed
achieved outcomes of reshoring. These articles were thoroughly analyzed to extract the
achieved outcomes and the type of reshoring that was used (Table 3.4).
Table 3.4 Achieved outcomes or reshoring found in the body of literature
Category
Cost

Factor
Total Cost

Achieved Outcome
Reduced inventories α β
Reduced capital lock-up α

Reference

β

Reduced material cost γ
Reduced labor cost γ
Reduced coordination
costs γ
Reduced production cost γ
Reduced indirect cost β
(rework, quality)
Reduced logistics cost β γ

Productivity

Higher capacity utilization

Bals et al., (2016)

Robinson and Hseih,
(2016); Bals et al., (2016)
Bals et al., (2016)

γ

Higher control over production γ
Quality

Performance

Delivery

Conformance
Durability
Speed

Dependability

Flexibility

Volume Flexibility

Robinson and Hseih,
(2016)

Higher quality on perforAshby, (2016)
mance α
Not found
Not found
Reduced lead-time α γ
Bals et al., (2016); Ashby,
(2016)
Higher responsiveness to
customer´s order β
Higher dependability
Bals et al., (2016)
through flexibility in production schedules α
Higher volume flexibility α
Bals et al., (2016)
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Service

Production Mix Flexibility
Customization Flexibility
Broad Product Line
Supplier Flexibility
Customer Service

After Sale Service
Advertising

Innovation

Broad Distribution
New Product
New Service
New Technology
New Market

Environment

Reputation
and Trust

Government
Legislations
Culture

Risk Mitigation

Environmentally
Friendly Products
Environmentally
Friendly Processes

General public level
Supplier level
Staff level
Reshoring incentives

Higher ability to adjust the Bals et al., (2016)
range of productsβ
Higher ability to impleBals et al., (2016)
ment process changes β
Not found
Not found
Brought back the product Ashby, (2016)
and made it easily obtainable α
Not found
Made in-effect α γ
Bals et al., (2016); Ashby,
(2016); Robinson and
Hseih, (2016)
Not found
Numerous of successful
Bals et al., (2016)
new product launches γ
Not found
Automated production γ
Bals et al., (2016)
Brought back the
Ashby, (2016)
knowledge and expanded
the product α
Not found
A more sustainable supply-chain, closeness to
market α

Ashby, (2016)

Reduced firm’s carbon
footprint due to a shorten
supply chain γ
Creation of jobs α β
Strategical collaboration
and reciprocity α
Higher labor motivation γ
Incentives from the government to reshore γ

Robinson and Hseih,
(2016)

Communication and
Norms
Competence
Global market fluctuation
Host country related
risks
Supply chain risks
Intellectual property
protection

Bals et al., (2016)
Ashby, (2016)
Bals et al., (2016)
Robinson and Hseih,
(2016)

Not found
Not found
Not found
Not found
Not found
Not found

α Found

in Outsourced Reshoring
in In-house reshoring
γ Found in Reshoring for insourcing
β Found

The total number of achieved outcomes found were 28. From the body of literature only
two articles did an extensive case study where it was possible to determine if the expected outcomes of the reshoring were achieved (Ashby, 2016; Robinson and Hseih,
2016). Nevertheless, the articles did not compare the expected and achieved outcomes,
although, it was clear that approximately all expected outcomes were achieved. In Bals
et al., (2016) the article did not go deep into the case studies, however, it stated the
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motivation to reshore and what happened after reshoring. It was impossible to compare
the expected and achieved outcomes from the sample of literature. Therefore, we decided to exclude the comparison of expected outcomes and achieved outcomes found
in the sample.
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4

Findings

In this chapter, we present the case companies along with the findings from the interviews and documents. The chapter is structured as case companies’ description, reshoring case, expected outcomes and achieved outcomes.

4.1 Case Companies’ Description
The companies in this study want to be anonymous, therefore the only information
shared is limited (Table 4.1).
Table 4.1 Companies’ description
Type of industry
Main market
Turnover (Million
SEK, 2015)
Employees
Reshored from
Type of reshoring

Case A
Electrical industry
Scandinavia

Case B
Waste disposal
industry
Nordic

Case C
Heating industry
Scandinavia

Case D
Drilling

24

325

585

103 000

45
Poland
Outsourced
reshoring

22
Asia
Outsourced
reshoring

250
Poland
In-house
reshoring

43 588
Asia
In-house
reshoring

Global

All the companies are located in Sweden and have brought back manufacturing/production and value creating activities to home country based on previous offshore decision.

4.2 Case Company A
Case company A was the first company to be interviewed. It was a part of a larger
research project on reshoring at Jönköping University.
4.2.1 Reshoring Case
Company A did not want to move their production from Sweden. However, the high
costs in the home country forced them to offshore the production to Poland. In 2014
and 2016, the delivery precision of Company A’s Polish suppliers declined (Figure 4.1).

Figure 4.1 Delivery precisions of Poland and Swedish suppliers from Company A
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The fluctuation in delivery precision caused Company A to build a warehouse. The
company’s safety stock can manage a delivery precision of 80%. Company A discussed
this with the suppliers to improve their delivery precision and to know their corrective
measurements. The company put a demand on the suppliers to increase the delivery
precision or else it would buy the product from a different supplier. Moreover, the culture in Poland was not as corrective as in Sweden, which was a problem for Company
A. Moreover, communication was inefficient and it costed time and money. The low
delivery precision finally affected the customer and product related complaints escalated. This hurt the credibility of Company A and the customers did not want to buy
from the company because of the delivery issues. The customers demanded a short lead
time, better quality and a high delivery precision for these products. These demands
caused Company A to reshore.
The total number of reshored product types was 13, making up for 8% of Company A’s
total production, an estimated cost of 800 000 SEK per year. The products are standardized sheet metal, produced by standard machines with flanking, bending and punching. These products don’t have many components and are not labor intensive. Furthermore, the high level of automation in Sweden makes it easier to reshore these types of
products. The customers’ demands of shorter lead time and high delivery precision motivates Company A to have a Swedish supplier that is close to the market. These types
of products are easy to move due to its low complexity. Company A have several suppliers in Sweden that can produce these types of products. Swedish suppliers, according
to Company A, are more reliable and have better delivery precision (Figure 4.1). Swedish suppliers are more concerned of the quality and it is central to their processes.
Swedish suppliers usually have the complete process in-house or a close network to
ensure that all processes can be performed. Company A chose a supplier located close
to their main office in Sweden. Company A was already in a strategic collaboration
with the supplier and wanted to build stronger bonds with them.
Company A used an outsourced reshoring, which was done by relocating manufacturing activities being performed by offshored suppliers back to local-based suppliers. Using this type or reshoring, Company A gained a high supplier flexibility since it is easy
to switch suppliers if Company A is not satisfied. The company owns all the blueprints
and there are no obligations from Company A to suppliers. Company A can give a
demand prediction of the number of products to manufacture to the supplier.
4.2.2 Expected Outcomes
From the reshoring case, it is evident that the company had some expected outcomes
(Table 4.2).
Table 4.2 Expected outcomes of case Company A
Expected
Outcome
Reduced quality inspection

Description

Source

Ability to trust that supplier’s
products and manufacturing
processes correspond to
specifications, in order to reduce production costs.

Interview 1
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Supporting Quote
“We had extra personnel
controlling the quality”

Findings
Reduced inventory

Ability to reduce inventory
buildup due to shorter leadtime and higher delivery precision thereby reducing cost.

Interview 1

Higher quality
on conformance

Ability to offer products and
manufacturing processes
that correspond to specifications, which help to guarantee defects free products.
Ability to provide fast delivery and respond quickly to
customer’s order.

Interview 1

Higher delivery
precision

Ability to provide reliable delivery by meeting delivery
schedules or promises.

Interview 1

All processes
made in-house

Ability of the supplier to offer
a wide range of processes
to ensure that all types of
products can be produced.

Interview 1

Higher supplier
flexibility

Ability to switch between
suppliers if not satisfied.

Interview 1

Strategical collaboration with
supplier

Ability to strategically collaborate with suppliers and
maintain good relations to
generate trust.

Interview 1

Efficient communication

Ability to communicate efficiently, understand the behavioral norms and perceptions to work ethics.

Interview 1

Reduced leadtime

Interview 1

“We build a warehouse because of the uncertainty…
Due to a delivery precision
of 35% we had to increase
the inventory, but with Swedish supplier the delivery
precision is higher and we
can reduce the inventory”
“The quality was not good
enough we had issues with
bad shade and welding
seams”
“The customers have a demand on us to quickly deliver products, they call us
and demand to get the product next day”
“Our safety stock can handle
a deliver precision of 80%,
we need to have a precision
of at least 80%, we don’t accept lower”
“The suppliers should have
complete processes… the
Swedish supplier have a
complete set of machines
they can perform all operations”
“There are no obligations to
buy from anyone in our business, we own the blueprints
and the products are standardized and can be easily
produced in the industry”
“There have been occasions
were the supplier offers a
low price and increases the
price later… it is important to
have suppliers that you can
trust”
“You get an advantage when
you bring it back home… in
Sweden you don’t have the
language barriers or cultural
barriers”

4.2.3 Achieved Outcomes
All of the expected outcomes were achieved (Table 4.2), except decreased inventory
after reshoring. One of the negative impacts was a rapid increase in inventory since the
company got the same product from two suppliers. Increased inventory affected the
liquidity of the company since bills piled on, approximately a value of 500 000 SEK.
Another negative effect was that the local supplier used two different local painters, and
although they used the same exact color, the paint jobs had different shades. However,
this difference in consistency was not something Company A’s customer perceived as
a problem. The negative effects were only for a short period of time after reshoring.
The achieved outcomes from case company A can be seen in Table 4.3.
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Table 4.3 Achieved outcomes from case company A
Achieved
Outcome
All expected
outcomes
were achieved
Higher inventory

Liquidity problems
Quality issues

Description

Source

Supporting Quote

See Table 4.2

Interview 1

“The effects we thought we
would get, we got them”

Inventory built up and capital was bound.

Interview 1

Inventory increased and
bills piled on.
The supplier was not able
to provide processes operating at a desired high
level of performance, this
caused different shades of
color on the products.

Interview 1

“We got higher inventory, it
got doubled since we bought
from two suppliers, we already
had orders at one supplier we
received all at once”
“The higher inventory affected
the liquidity”

Interview 1
“Even if we specify from what
supplier to buy the paint from,
the shade can be a little different, but we accepted it”

4.3 Case Company B
Case company B was the second company to be interviewed. Company B was one of
the companies that replied to the email and contacted to ensure that the reshoring case
could be used in the study.
4.3.1 Reshoring Case
The production closed in Sweden and was moved to the bigger factories owned by Beta
plant (Beta plant owns Company B) in Europe and Asia. Company B offshored some
of their products to Asia due to the lower cost. The big plants in Europe and Asia were
mainly designed to produce big plastic containers, with two and four wheels. Company
B mainly focus on smaller plastic containers, products that are special ordered, customer based, and products based on market demand. Some of the products that were
produced in the bigger plants were outsourced to suppliers in Asia. When the company
had the outsourced production in Asia, the lead time was 12 weeks, which worked for
a customer buying 20 000 products. However, if a customer only wanted 1000 products,
a lead time of 12 weeks was unacceptable. The expected outcomes of reshoring were a
shorter lead-time and an increased flexibility with the production locally. The research
and development of Beta plant is in Europe and one employee is dedicated to work with
Company B’s development. The expected outcome was that being closer to R&D would
improve the innovation and the collaboration level.
The ‘made in Sweden’ effect was expected to be a positive outcome from reshoring.
There were occasions when the tools in Asia had been moved to a different subcontractor by the supplier, hoping Company B would not find out. An expected outcome was
to gain more control over production. The communication was expected to be more
efficient due to the same culture, closeness and no time differences. The quality was
never a problem with products produced in Asia. However, the company had no control
over the cycle time which affected the quality. In Asia, the cycle time could have been
longer than needed. Whereas in Sweden the products need to be produced as efficient
as possible. An expected outcome was to gain control over these processes. Company
B expected that the price would be higher. However, the company still wanted to go
through with the reshoring since they wanted to achieve the other outcomes and valued
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them higher than a low price. During a period of 2 years Company B’s special products
were produced in Beta plant. These products were much smaller and it was not efficient
to do set ups for the smaller products. Therefore, based on the problems with offshoring
and the set ups, a decision was made in the corporate group to produce small products
locally with the help of local suppliers. Company B contacted a local supplier in Sweden, Sigma. Sigma started producing products for Company B.
The owner of Sigma wanted to expand but the company could not find any good facility.
They started a discussion to move the production back to the old facility where it all
once started. The facility in Sweden had been empty since the production closed down.
The local municipality took great interest in this matter since they did not want the
industry facility to be empty and they saw the possibility to create job opportunities.
The local municipality was conducive to reshoring, as they offered to take care of the
facility. Without their help, the reshoring would never have happened. Company B gets
two visits per year from governmental politicians to control the collaboration. The
reshoring type is an outsourced reshoring with local suppliers. The automation level is
very high and the products are finished when leaving the machine. Hence, it is a low
labor-intensive product. Company B owns the blueprints and the tools. The collaboration with local supplier in Sweden involves effective communication of the order levels
and demand predictions.
4.3.2 Expected outcomes
From the reshoring case, it is evident that Company B had some expected outcomes
(Table 4.4).
Table 4.4 Expected Outcomes of case company B
Expected
Outcome
Higher price

Description

Source

Supporting Quote

Customers accept a higher
price when it is manufactured in Sweden.
Ability to daily see production processes to optimize
the utilization of manufacturing resources (machines, equipment, labor)
and increase their output.

Interview 2

“We increased the price a
fraction and we got so much
more in return”

Same level of
quality with
control over
the production
processes

Ability to provide products
and processes operating at
a desired and high level of
performance.

Interview 2

Reduced leadtime

Ability to provide fast delivery and respond quickly to
customer’s order.

Interview 2

Higher volume
flexibility

Ability to change production volume and respond
rapidly to volume change.

Interview 2

Higher customization flexibility

Ability to adjust the product
based on the customer’s
requirements and needs.

Interview 2

Gain more
control over
production
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Interview 2
“I felt that we did not have
any control in the host country… In Sweden, I have the
ability to go down and see
the production to ensure it
uses the correct processes
and rules”
“In Asia, there is no problem
with quality, but we don’t
know how the processes are
like, for example, we don´t
know how long the cycle time
is”
“A reason to move back to
Sweden was that we have
customers here and they
want a fast delivery”
“We get a higher flexibility to
produce closer to the customer, we can respond to volume change”
“With the help of closeness to
development and market we
can faster respond to market
demands”

Findings
Made-in effect

Ability to market, promote
the product, and improve
the company’s image.

Interview 2

Closeness to
R&D to develop technology

Ability to develop and implement updated and novel
technologies.

Interview 2

Strategical collaboration with
supplier

Ability to strategically collaborate with suppliers and
maintaining good relations
to generate trust.

Interview 2

Government
subsidies for
reshoring

Ability to get incentives for
reshoring initiatives from
government. Local municipality expected to be facility
caretakers.

Interview 2

Efficient communication

Ability to communicate efficiently, understand the behavioral norms and perceptions to work ethics.

Interview 2

“It was a nostalgic feeling
when the production was
back where it once started,
also the customer responded
well to know that everything
was in Sweden, we could use
made-in Sweden”
“To come closer to development department, we can
work together in the production with the supplier and develop it faster”
“We have a close collaboration, we are dependent on
them and they are dependent
on us”
“The local municipally did not
want an empty industrial
area, the response was to
help us as much as possible,
they are very engaged because they want it to be successful”
“There isn’t just the time difference but also an easier
communication”

4.3.3 Achieved outcomes
All the expected outcomes were achieved. The company had some positive effects they
did not expect. The made-in effect was higher than expected. In addition to the reshoring Company B built a showroom to attract customers. But it was not the showroom
that attracted the customers, it was the reputation that the company had moved back the
production. Now the customers come to Company B instead of the company going to
them. Also, Company B’s customers have started to use the company’s conference
room for their internal conferences which is a benefit to the company. The most positive
effect is that the collaboration and efficiency has improved. The reason for this is that
both Company B and Sigma are happy to have their production in Sweden and want to
keep it here. The achieved outcomes from case company B are tabulated (Table 4.5).
Table 4.5 Achieved outcomes from case company B
Achieved
Outcome
All the expected outcomes were
achieved
Collaboration
and Efficiency in production

Description

Source

Supporting Quote

See Table 4.4

Interview 2

“Yes, all the expected outcomes
were achieved and the experience was positive”

The company together
with the supplier optimized the utilization of
manufacturing resources
(machines, equipment, labor) and increase their
output.

Interview 2
“Since we are in Sweden, efficiency in production is important…We are all in the same
boat, all stakeholders wanted it
to be successful, there was no
turning back, everybody works
hard a collaborate to stay in
Sweden”
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Made-in effect

The company is now able
to market and promote
the product with ‘made-in
Sweden’, to improve the
company’s image.

Interview 2

“I must say that the reaction
from the customers have been
incredible, the customer thought
the decision to move back production was amazing… Now
the customers want to visit us”

4.4 Case Company C
Case company C was the third company to be interviewed. Company C was one of the
companies that replied to the email and contacted to ensure that the reshoring case could
be used in the study.
4.4.1 Reshoring Case
The Swedish market for heat pumps has exploded since 2006. As the demand for heat
pumps increased, company Delta bought Company C. The prediction for the heat
pumps market was that it would spread to Europe and the demand would increase. In
2007, Delta decided to offshore parts of the production to Poland to meet the coming
demand. Delta had large operations in Poland before the offshoring of Company C. The
capacity in Sweden was not enough and the labor was cheaper in Poland. The Polish
factory was assigned half of the volume from Sweden, and mostly premium products.
However, all types of heat pumps could not be produced in Poland. The plan was to
simultaneously improve both factories by sharing improvements with each other. Both
material and material flow were standardized. It is a labor-intensive product, but the
labor cost is low when compared to the total cost of the product.
The increase in demand did not happen as much as Delta predicted. The volume did not
increase as much as planned. This lead to a competition between both factories. The
factories started to work with improvement and efficiency programs. The original plan
was that every good idea should be shared between the factories. However, this did not
happen. The climate of cooperation was affected. This resulted in that the processes
were different in both the factories. Although the same type of products were produced,
the processes were different. This affected the quality management since quality processes were also different in both factories. Besides, there was a logistical problem. The
market demanded shorter lead times and shorter delivery times. The delivery time for
raw material to the factories was 7-10 weeks. To plan the material logistics for the two
factories and optimize the restricted capital was a challenge. Since the company had
two factories, the need for the raw material and the finished inventory was bigger than
needed. Moreover, there was only one production manager responsible for both production sites. He was Polish and had no idea about the Swedish work culture, work
environment rules and the employee protection laws. There was a cultural clash. The
decision was either to move the whole production to Poland or to Sweden. In Sweden
the company had made an investment of 70 MSEK (million Swedish Kronor) for Research and Development. There was a risk that the competent staff in Sweden would
resign if production moved to Poland.
To develop new products, it is important to have cross-functional teams that includes
the staff from production. The physical closeness between production, research & development and market is important to make right decisions. That is difficult if you have
the production in Poland. Also, the language and cultural barriers makes it difficult to
work in cross-functional teams. In Sweden Company C have the capacity to produce
all the variations of the products. The decision was to move back all the production to
the factory in Sweden. To convince the board members to reshore, calculations were
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needed to show that it will be economically viable. There are a lot of factors that cannot
be put into numbers/money as the manager mentioned “soft values”. However, the decision had to be made based on money. The main market is located in Sweden and
extends to the whole Scandinavian region. Therefore, the customer would react negatively if all the production was moved to Poland. Moreover, Company C would not be
seen as Swedish anymore. The decision was made, and in Poland Company C laid off
50 employees while in Sweden they hired 25-30.
The type of reshoring is in-house reshoring since Company C relocated manufacturing
activities being performed in wholly owned offshored facilities back to wholly owned
local facilities. To have all the production at one site and everything under the same
roof the company expected to increase efficiency and increase control of processes. All
the problems that were associated with two factories, theoretically, should disappear.
Customers desired to have the heat pumps which were produced in Sweden. The company expected the ‘made in Sweden’ effect to boost sales as a result of reshoring. The
company also expected reduced restricted stock due to quicker transactions. Also, the
cost per product was expected to be retained as compared to when it was offshored.
After reshoring, Company C expects lower fixed costs on salaries of the employees,
because they have a lower number of employees in Sweden compared to in Poland. The
management also expects to have better control over the Swedish plant with standard
quality processes.
4.4.2 Expected Outcomes
From the reshoring case, it is evident that the company C had some expected outcomes
(Table 4.6).
Table 4.6 Expected outcomes of company C
Expected Outcome
Reduced inventory

Description

Source

Supporting Quote

Ability to reduce built up inventory due to shorter leadtime and higher delivery precision thereby reducing cost.

Interview 3

Reduced total
cost

Ability to reduce production
and distribution costs.

Interview 3

Reduced restricted equity

Ability to reduce production
and distribution cost through
quicker transactions if located in Sweden.

Interview 3

“You should have as little
as possible in inventory,
having two factories mad
the inventory unnecessarily high”
“You need to be able to
show that it is economically viable move the production back to Sweden”
“We had a bigger restricted equity than
needed”

Reduced fixed
costs, the employees

Ability to reduce production
costs through lower number
of employees in one factory
compared to two.

Interview 3

Retain the cost
per product

Ability to optimize the utilization of manufacturing resources (machines, equipment, labor) and increase
their output in Sweden to retain the cost per product.

Interview 3
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“We wanted to have a retained cost per product”
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Ability to optimize the utilization of manufacturing resources (machines, equipment, labor) and increase
their output.
Ability to provide products
and processes operating at a
desired and high level of performance.
Ability to offer products and
manufacturing processes
that correspond to the specifications, which help to guarantee defects free products.
Ability to provide fast delivery
and respond quickly to customer’s order.

Interview 3

“We knew that if the production would be in one
place the efficiency would
increase”

Interview 3

“We had two parallel factories, we tried to share
good ideas from both locations. The competition between the factories resulted in that we produced
the same product but the
processes were different”

Planning for one factory instead of two ensures the
ability to provide reliable delivery by meeting delivery
schedules or promises.
Ability to market, promote
the product, and improve the
company’s image.

Interview 3

Closeness to
production,
R&D and market to develop
new products
Closeness to
production,
R&D and market to develop
new technology
Keep competent staff

Ability to develop and introduce updated or novel products to the market.

Interview 3

Ability to develop and implement updated and novel
technologies.

Interview 3

Ability to create a good reputation and trust from the staff
inside the company.

Interview 3

Efficient Communication

Ability to communicate efficiently, understand the behavioral norms and perceptions to work ethics.

Interview 3

Higher efficiency in the
production

Higher quality
management
on performance
Higher quality
management
on conformance
Reduced leadtime

Easier planning

Made-in effect

Interview 3

Interview 3

Interview 3

“The market demands that
60% of all our products are
to be delivered within 24
hours”
“On our raw material, we
have delivery times of 7-10
weeks, planning this for
two factories was extremely complicated”
“Sometimes the customer
said that they only wanted
a product that was produced in Sweden… If we
move all the production,
the company would not be
seen as Swedish anymore”
“To be able to develop
new products and technology it is important to work
in cross functional teams,
the closeness between
production, research and
development and market
is highly important”
“We had invested a lot of
money on the research
and development in Sweden, there was a risk that
our highly competent staff
would quit”
“You have cultural and language barriers which
make it hard to work in
cross functional teams in
Poland”

4.4.3 Achieved Outcomes
All expected outcomes of reshoring were achieved (Table 4.6). After the reshoring, the
staff proactively worked with productivity improvements because they retained their
jobs in Sweden. Their motivation to work with productivity improvements increased
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and their attitude towards work changed. The staff wanted to show the board members
that their decision to reshore was right and the productivity improved even more. When
the staff got the information that the production would stay in Sweden they were
shocked and then energized. Now the staff is more alert to continuous improvements.
Furthermore, the manager added, “It is easier to be a family that works for each other
when there is only one factory and everything is under the same roof”, indicating the
ease to work with the same culture.
Lower costs were achieved, in fact, there was a financial improvement in moving back
the production to Sweden. Material logistics and planning became much easier. The
supplier in Poland was withdrawn, while the number of Swedish suppliers surged,
which increased job opportunities at the supplier end. Reshoring of Company C sparked
interest in people which gave publicity to the company. Though time consuming, the
manager was invited to interviews, press conferences and events. The profile of the
company is now stronger than before. The reputation increased since it was unusual to
take this kind of decision. The achieved outcomes from case company C are tabulated
(Table 4.7).
Table 4.7 Achieved outcomes of company C
Achieved
Outcome
All the expected outcomes were
achieved
Motivation increased

Description

Source

Supporting Quote

See Table 4.6

Interview 3

“I believe the achieved outcomes are higher than the
expected outcomes”

Due to retaining jobs the company created a good reputation and trust from the staff.

Interview 3

Family feeling

The company created reputation and trust from the staff inside the company, that works
for each other like a family.

Interview 3

Increased
job opportunities

The company created public
recognition outside the company through creation of jobs.

Interview 3

Publicity and
reputation of
reshoring

The company got public recognition outside the company,
since the decision to reshore
was unusual at that time.

Interview 3

“People were worried before the decision, but after
the decision was made
there was a completely
new energy”
“It is easier to be a family
that works for each other
when there is only one factory and everything is under the same roof”
“We stopped the suppliers
from Poland and increased
suppliers in Sweden, we
created job opportunities
for our suppliers in Sweden”
“That we are sitting here
now after so many years
was an effect I did not consider”

4.5 Case Company D
Case company D was the fourth and the last company to be interviewed. Company D
is a part of a larger research project on reshoring at Jönköping University. The company
did not want to share any information of the host country or in which year it took place.
4.5.1 Reshoring Case
The products are produced for a global market and the company guarantees a delivery
of 80% of the products in 24 hours. The production facility was located in a low-wage
country. The company reshored because their customers started to complain that the
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price of their products was too high and the quality was bad. In fact, reshoring was a
reactive response towards customer complaints and the market. The main reason to
move the production back was to earn more money, however, the triggers were the high
price for the customers and bad quality. The costs were too high, particularly transportation costs, supply chain costs and production costs. The products were produced in 5axle machines with semi-automation and other operations were manual. Human error
came into play in manual operations and the quality of the product suffered. It is hard
to maintain high quality in a low-wage country because the perception of quality is not
the same as in Sweden.
The factory used 140 people to produce 1.5 million products at the rate of one product
per 15 minutes. The board was only concerned about costs and quality, therefore, the
focus was on these points. However, there were soft values that the board did not consider and did not care about. For example, Company D had experienced a parallel business in the low-wage country, where a supplier of the raw material started up a similar
factory to produce the same type of products. The supplier took the best raw material
for itself and sold the bad quality raw material to Company D. The supplier also recruited Company D’s staff, to get a hold on their experience from working at Company
D. The technical know-how was recruited from Company D which made it harder for
the factory to develop their production. At the same time in the parallel business where
all the competent staff was recruited, the production was developed and became more
competitive. The supplier’s factory does not need to consider working environment because there are no laws in the low-wage country, which lets them have a lower price.
Whereas, Company D’s factory needs to follow the Swedish laws and consider the
working environment, safety precautions and employee regulations, which is costly.
Another aspect was that the acceptance in the market for the products produced in
‘Asia’ is low. A customer does not want to buy a product with a ‘Made in Asia’ tag.
30% of the customers does not accept a product produced in Asia. Another problem in
low wage countries was the high level of corruption. In Sweden, it is corruption when
a sales person wants a share of the money when you sell a product. In a low-wage
country, it is in the culture. The share from the customer is a part of the wage. In the
end, the products become the most expensive on the market and customers do not want
to buy them. If any problem aroused in the host country, the board members flew to the
factory and spent a lot of time to solve problems because the factory did not make any
money. Besides, to travel and ensure coordination adds to the company’s costs.
In the low wage country, there was a problem of frequent power cuts. At any occasion
when there was a power cut, the machines stopped working and the production came to
a stop. The company also experienced cultural differences. For example, an experienced
operator still went to his manager for instructions even though he knew what to do. The
manager may not have sufficient knowledge to give the right answer, although he must
answer to get the operator working again. As a result, the machines broke down frequently, therefore, the maintenance costs were high. For example, one of the managers
thought that the oil in the coolant was unnecessary, as it costs money. So, they removed
the oil and had only water instead. The new machine malfunctioned after a while, and
completely rusted from within. These things happened too often because the culture
does not allow to question the manager. Whereas, in Sweden, the knowledge is higher,
and in the culture leadership is shared. Everyone takes responsibility of their own work
which means that the leadership is delegated.
The company wanted to reshore the production to come close to the world’s best automation builders and the world’s best integrators, and Sweden has a combination of both.
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The company expected a highly automated production. There is also high knowledge
in the field of production development and technological development, complementing
automation. Reshoring to Sweden would put them close to their Research and Development facility and close to the market. The company expected better maintenance of
its machines. Moreover, they have strategic suppliers in Sweden, which would make it
easier to collaborate and coordinate. To work in the same culture would make it easier
to communicate, coordinate and treat quality in the same perspective. Furthermore, the
company expected to gain better control of the quality defect costs. The company expected intellectual property protection as stronger regulations in the country would prevent parallel hidden activities. The company expected that products ‘made in Sweden’
would get more market acceptance from its customers. The products would have better
quality and shorter throughput. Sweden has qualified personnel with higher and better
quality of education than that in the low wage country.
The company expected political stability in Sweden. The company also expected Sweden to have stable electricity and water supply, which can keep the production running
the whole year. The company expected a lower cost. Although the calculations on cost
and quality were important for the board members the Strategic Production Location
Manager thought that the intangible values were equally important. Although the person responsible for the reshoring knew that it was the right decision, the main concern
was to convince the board of directors. Though he had the calculations to strengthen
the decision, pride was at stake in admitting that their decision to offshore was wrong.
Although the board members knew that they didn’t make money in the host country it
was hard to be transparent with the information because it was sensitive to the people
that took the decision to offshore. These were the intangible values that board members
didn’t want to admit. They cannot be put into numbers in the calculations. The company
owned the factory in the low-wage country, hence this is a case of an in-house reshoring, relocating manufacturing activities being performed in wholly owned offshore facilities back to wholly owned local facilities. The process of reshoring took around 3
years to complete with half a year of planning. The delivery of new machines took 1
year and training personnel on these machines took another 1 year. When the company
reshored, they invested in automation worth 120 MSEK.
4.5.2 Expected Outcomes
From the reshoring case, it is evident that the company D had some expected outcomes
(Table 4.8).
Table 4.8 Expected outcomes from company D
Expected Outcome
Reduced price
to customer

Reduced supply chain costs
Reduced production costs

Description

Source

Supporting Quote

Ability to reduce production
and distribution costs as
customers complained of
too high price

Interview 4

“In this case, we decided
that the price was too high in
comparison with the quality
… the customers pays too
much and gets bad quality”

Ability to reduce distribution
costs to decrease price to
the customer
Ability to reduce production
costs to decrease price to
the customer

Interview 4
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“We wanted to reduce the
price for the customer
through reducing supply
chain cost and production
cost”
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Reduced travel
costs

Ability to reduce distribution
costs through decreased
long distance travel

Interview 4

Higher control
of quality defect costs

Ability to reduce production
costs by reducing quality
defects

Interview 4

Reduced total
cost

Ability to reduce production
and distribution costs as it
is the main reason to
reshore

Interview 4

Higher competence

The competence level in
Sweden is higher, will ensure the ability to optimize
the utilization of manufacturing resources (machines,
equipment, labor) and increase their output
Highly automated machines
together with competent
staff will ensure the ability
to optimize the utilization of
manufacturing resources
(machines, equipment) and
increase their output
Ability to provide products
and processes operating at
a desired and high level of
performance.
Ability to offer products and
manufacturing processes
that correspond to the
specifications, which help
to guarantee defects free
products.
Ability to provide fast delivery and respond quickly to
customer’s order.

Interview 4

Reduced takttime

With the help of highly automated production, the
takt time will be shorter, ensures the ability to provide
fast delivery and respond
quickly to customer’s order.

Interview 4

Access to dependable
power supply

Sweden has a dependable
power supply, insures the
ability to provide reliable
delivery by meeting delivery
schedules or promises.

Interview 4

Higher maintenance

Higher quality
on performance
Higher quality
on conformance

Reduced leadtime
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“When the factory did not
make money the board
members flew to the low
wage country to try and fix
the problems, and there
were a lot of problems and a
lot of travel”
“We have a demand in our
company that you should
have control on quality defect costs. I don’t trust the
quality defect costs from the
low wage country”
“The motivation to reshore is
always the same, to earn
more money … It is impossible to earn money from a
factory in Asia unless you
have noncomplex operations”
“In general, a worker in
Sweden is more competent
and has a higher working
ethic compare to low wage
countries”

Interview 4
“The lack of knowledge in
low wage countries results
in that maintenance cost
was high, and machines
broke down”
Interview 4

Interview 4

Interview 4

“The quality was bad despite
that we had 5-axle machines. We had too many
manual operations, because
of that the quality suffered”
“The high level of automation combine with a rigorous
infrastructure in Sweden will
reduce the lead-time”
“They had 140 people working in the factory to produce
1.5 million products. They
produced 1 product every 15
minute, the automation in
Sweden is advance and can
produce faster”
“You had instability on
power supply. The production could be down at any
time”
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Made-in effect

Acceptance of the product
on the market with made in
Sweden will ensure the
ability to market, promote
the product, and improve
the company’s image
Ability to develop and introduce updated or novel
products to the market

Interview 4

Closeness to R&D will ensure the ability to develop
and implement updated
and novel technologies
“World-class” automation
builders in Sweden ensures
the ability to develop and
implement updated and
novel technologies

Interview 4

Acceptance of
the product in
new markets

Higher acceptance of products made-in Sweden ensures the ability to expand
and develop products to
reach new customers

Interview 4

Strategical collaboration with
supplier

Ability to strategically collaborate with suppliers and
maintaining good relations
to generate trust.

Interview 4

Efficient communication

The ability to understand
the norms and communicate efficiently within home
culture

Interview 4

Consciousness
of quality processes in the
culture

Ability to communicate efficiently, understand the behavioral norms and perceptions to work ethics.

Interview 4

Higher education level in
Sweden

The level of education is
high in Swedish culture ensures the ability to understand the norms and perceptions to work ethics

Interview 4

Responsibility
of own work

In Sweden, the leadership
is mostly delegated. This
ensures self-responsibility
of the worker
Ability to mitigate uncertainties within political environment of the host country

Interview 4

Closeness to
R&D to develop new
products
Closeness to
R&D to develop new
technology
High level of
automated production

Political stability
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“With production in Sweden
we can advertise made-in
Sweden and open up to new
markets”
Interview 4

Interview 4

Interview 4

“The reshoring would put the
production closer to research and development,
and be faster to develop
new products and technology”
“People don’t understand
what can be done with automation, the possibilities are
endless… I want to claim
that Sweden has the world’s
best automation builders”
“30 % does not want products from low wage countries. These customers say
no. The rest wants a lowwage country price which
leads to that you cannot
charge enough (money)”
“The suppliers of automation
in Sweden are trusted partners since the information is
sensitive and they help us to
develop our production and
we help them to develop
their capabilities”
“A manger that does not
know the answer to a question still answers, although it
might be wrong because he
has to reply”
“It is extremely hard to have
a high quality in low-wage
countries. The consciousness about quality does not
exists as it does in Sweden”
“A manger got a ‘bright’ idea
of removing the oil in the
coolant and replacing it with
water. These types of problems happened all the time”
“A good operator that knows
what to do, still goes to a
manger and asks what to
do”
“In these countries mafia exists. They control whole cities, they own real estates,
and they own everything.
What they do is that they
walk in to our factory and
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Keep competent staff

Ability to keep the organization’s knowledge within the
company.

Interview 4

Protection of
intellectual
properties
Avoid parallel
business

Ability to protect intellectual
property within the company.
Ability to protect intellectual
property and keep the organization’s knowledge
within the company.

Interview 4

Interview 4

threaten the staff that if they
don’t come and work for
them they will lose their
home”
“The mafia picks whoever
they want, it doesn’t matter
how much competence we
have. They take what they
want”
“The mafia have a plan, to
gather the competent staff
and make us helpless”
“The raw material we got
had terrible quality because
the supplier of raw material
had started up his own parallel factory only 300-400
meters from our factory, producing the same products”

4.5.3 Achieved Outcomes
With the help of automation in Sweden, Company D uses 15 people instead of 140. The
automation helps them produce at the rate of one product per 10 seconds with a cost of
6 SEK each. All the company’s expected outcomes were achieved, hence the company
achieved the correct quality and flexibility. They have manufactured the product with
better quality, that is consistent, and a lower prime production cost of 50%. Reshoring
gave some outcomes that the company did not expect. The performance of the product
was much higher than expected. The company produced more volume than they expected. In fact, they made more money than calculated. The achieved outcomes from
case company D are tabulated (Table 4.9).
Table 4.9 Achieved outcomes of company D
Achieved
Outcome
All expected
outcomes
were achieved
Higher volume, than calculated prior to
reshoring

Performance
of the product
was much
higher than expected

Description

Source

Supporting Quote

See Table 4.8

Interview 4

“The reshoring became so
much better than we calculated”

The automation performed
much better than expected. Ensured the ability
to optimize the utilization
of manufacturing resources (machines, equipment, labor) and increase
their output.
The automation performed
much better than expected
ensured the ability to provide products and processes operating at a desired and high level of performance.

Interview 4

Interview 4
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“The production has 15 people instead of 140, and produce one product for 6 SEK,
the takt time was 15 min now
it is 10 seconds this was
higher than expected and the
quality was outstanding”

Analysis
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Analysis

This chapter analyzes the findings. The outcomes found in the cases is categorized according to the categories and factors found in literature. To ensure that the outcomes
are compared on the same grounds, we use the same factors and categories within case,
cross case and in comparison to literature to detect any similarities or differences.

5.1 Case Company A
Company A used an outsourced reshoring, which was done by relocating manufacturing activities being performed by offshore suppliers back to local-based suppliers.
5.1.1 Expected Outcomes
The expected outcomes from case A is analyzed and tabulated in category and factor
(Table 5.1).
Table 5.1 Expected outcomes from case A
Category
Cost
Quality
Delivery
Flexibility
Reputation
and Trust
Culture

Factor
Total Cost
Conformance
Speed
Dependability
Broad Product Line
Supplier Flexibility
Supplier level
Communication and Norms

Expected Outcome
Reduced quality inspections
Reduced inventory
Higher quality on conformance
Reduced lead-time
Higher delivery precision
All processes made in-house
Higher supplier flexibility
Strategical collaboration with supplier
Efficient communication

From the analysis, it is evident that a new factor was found within the category Flexibility called supplier flexibility. This factor was not found in the body of literature. It is
the ability to simply switch supplier if not up to standards. However, this might only be
the case for companies using the outsourced reshoring, since this type of reshoring
makes it easier to switch suppliers. The number of expected outcomes found within
case A is 9.
5.1.2 Achieved outcomes
All the expected outcomes were achieved (Table 5.1). However, there were also some
achieved outcomes that were unexpected, and affected negatively. The negative
achieved outcomes from case company A are tabulated (Table 5.2).
Table 5.2 Achieved outcomes from case A
Cost

Category

Factor
Total Cost

Quality

Conformance

Achieved Outcome
Higher Inventory (negative)
Liquidity Problems (negative)
Quality Issues (negative)

The number of achieved outcomes found within case A is 9, the negative effects excluded. Since there are no correlations with the negative achieved outcomes found in
the other cases we choose not to have them in the cross-case analysis. All the expected
outcomes were achieved, which suggests that company A knew how reshoring would
affect the company. There were some negative effects with increased inventory and
liquidity problems. This was because the company did not anticipate that they would
get products from two suppliers in a short period of time. However, this problem only
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occurred for a short period of time after reshoring. The quality issue was just a minor
problem, something that the end customer did not value. Overall, the company considered the reshoring to be successful.

5.2

Case Company B

Company B used an outsourced reshoring, which was done by relocating manufacturing
activities being performed by offshore suppliers back to local-based suppliers.
5.2.1 Expected Outcomes
The expected outcomes from case B were analyzed and tabulated in category and factor
as shown in Table 5.3.
Table 5.3 Expected outcomes from case B
Category
Cost

Factor
Total Cost
Productivity

Quality

Performance

Delivery
Flexibility

Speed
Volume Flexibility
Customization Flexibility

Service
Innovation

Advertising
New Technology

Reputation and Trust

Supplier level

Government Legislations

Reshoring incentives

Culture

Communication and Norms

Expected Outcome
Higher price
Gain more control over production
Same level of quality with
control over the production
processes
Reduced lead-time
Higher volume flexibility
Higher customization flexibility
Made-in effect
Closeness to R&D to develop technology
Strategical collaboration with
supplier
Government subsidies for
reshoring
Efficient communication

The number of expected outcomes found within case B is 11.
5.2.2 Achieved Outcomes
All the expected outcomes (Table 5.3) were achieved, however made-in effect was
achieved with greater impact. Furthermore, there were also some achieved outcomes
that was not expected (Table 5.4.).
Table 5.4 Achieved outcomes from case B
Cost

Category

Factor
Productivity

Service

Advertising

Achieved Outcome
Collaboration and Efficiency
in production
Made-in effect*

*Already expected, achieved with greater impact

The number of achieved outcomes within case B is 12. All the expected outcomes were
achieved, which suggests that company B knew how reshoring would affect the company. Without the government incentives Company B would not have reshored. The
company considered the reshoring to be successful.

5.3 Case Company C
Company C used in-house reshoring by relocating manufacturing activities being performed in wholly owned offshored facilities back to wholly owned local facilities.
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5.3.1 Expected Outcomes
The expected outcomes from case C, analyzed and tabulated by category and factor,
can be seen in Table 5.5.
Table 5.5 Expected outcomes from case C
Category

Factor

Cost

Total Cost

Productivity

Quality

Performance
Conformance

Delivery

Speed
Dependability
Advertising
New Product

Service
Innovation

New Technology

Reputation and Trust
Culture

Staff level
Communication and Norms

Expected Outcome
Reduced Inventory
Reduced total cost
Reduced restricted equity
Reduced fixed costs, the
employees
Retain the cost per product
Higher efficiency in the production
Higher quality management
on performance
Higher quality management
on conformance
Reduced lead-time
Easier planning
Made-in effect
Closeness to production,
R&D and market to develop
new products
Closeness to production,
R&D and market to develop
new technology
Keep competent staff
Efficient Communication

The number of expected outcomes within case C is 15.
5.3.2 Achieved Outcomes
All the expected outcomes (Table 5.5) were achieved. However, there were some
achieved outcomes that were not expected (Table 5.6).
Table 5.6 Achieved outcomes from case C
Category
Reputation and Trust

Factor
Staff level
General public level

Achieved Outcome
Motivation increased
Family feeling
Increased job opportunities
Publicity and reputation of
reshoring

The number of achieved outcomes within case C is 19. All the expected outcomes were
achieved, which suggests that company C knew how reshoring would affect the company. The company considered the reshoring to be successful.

5.4 Case Company D
Company D used in-house reshoring in which they relocated manufacturing activities
being performed in wholly owned offshored facilities back to wholly own local facilities.
5.4.1 Expected Outcomes
The expected outcomes from case D, analyzed and tabulated in category and factor can
be seen in Table 5.7.
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Table 5.7 Expected outcomes from case D
Category

Factor

Cost

Total Cost

Quality

Productivity
Performance
Conformance

Delivery

Speed
Dependability

Service
Innovation

Advertising
New Product
New Technology

New Market
Reputation and Trust

Supplier level

Culture

Communication and Norms
Competence

Risk Mitigation

Host country related risks
Intellectual property protection

Expected Outcome
Reduced price to customer
Reduced supply chain costs
Reduced production costs
Reduced travel costs
Higher control of quality defect costs
Reduced total cost
Higher maintenance
Higher quality on performance
Higher quality on conformance
Reduced lead-time
Reduced takt-time
Access to dependable power
supply
Made-in effect
Closeness to R&D to develop new products
High level of automated production
Closeness to R&D to develop new technology
Acceptance of the product in
markets
Strategical collaboration with
supplier
Efficient communication
Responsibility of own work
Consciousness of quality
processes in the culture
Higher education level in
Sweden
Higher competence
Political stability
Keep competent staff
Protection of intellectual
property
Avoid parallel business

The number of expected outcomes within case D is 27.
5.4.2 Achieved Outcomes
All expected outcomes (from Table 5.7) were achieved. However, there were also some
achieved outcomes that were not expected. The achieved outcomes from case company
D are tabulated (Table 5.8).
Table 5.8 Achieved outcomes from case D
Cost

Category

Factor
Productivity

Quality

Performance
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Achieved Outcome
Higher volume, than calculated prior to reshoring
Performance of the product
was much higher than expected

Analysis
The number of achieved outcomes found within case D is 29. All the expected outcomes
were achieved, which suggests that company D knew how reshoring would affect the
company. The company considered the reshoring to be successful.

5.5 Cross Case Analysis and Comparison to Literature
In the literature, all the 25 articles cover expected outcomes. Furthermore, only three
articles cover both expected and achieved outcomes. A comparison analysis between
the case study and literature is done to establish any differences or similarities.
5.5.1 Expected Outcomes
The expected outcomes from the cases were compared to that with literature, summarized and tabulated as shown in Table 5.9.
Table 5.9 Cross case comparison of expected outcomes
Category
Cost
Quality

Delivery
Flexibility

Service

Innovation

Environment

Reputation
and Trust
Government
Legislations
Culture

Risk Mitigation

Factor
Total Cost
Productivity
Performance
Conformance
Durability
Speed
Dependability
Volume Flexibility
Production Mix Flexibility
Customization Flexibility
Broad Product Line
Supplier Flexibility
Customer Service
After Sale Service
Advertising
Broad Distribution
New Product
New Service
New Technology
New Market
Environmentally Friendly
Products
Environmentally Friendly
Processes
General public level
Supplier level
Staff level
Reshoring incentives
Communication and
Norms
Competence
Global market fluctuation
Host country related risks
Supply chain risks
Intellectual property protection

Case
Aα
X
X
X
X
X
X
-

Case
Bα
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
-

Case
Cβ
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
-

Case
Dβ
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
-

Literature

-

-

-

-

X

X
-

X
X

X
-

X
-

X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

-

-

-

X
X

X
X
X
X
X

αOutsourced

Reshoring
reshoring
- Outcome not found within corresponding factor
βIn-house
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X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
-
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In the Table 5.9, ‘X’ denotes that the outcome was found within the corresponding factor and category. There were only two expected outcomes that were not found in the
body of literature, namely: Flexibility: broad product line and supplier flexibility. This
suggest that the literature on expected outcomes is theoretically developed. From the
multiple case study, the expected outcomes are similar to that in the literature. Although
the multiple case study has a geographical limitation of Sweden and the body of literature has not. This suggest that expected outcomes of reshoring are the same irrespective
of geographical location. These cases were from Sweden and the expected outcomes
found in literature were from other places in the world, see Section 3.1.2. From the data
it is not possible to make a correlation based on geography.
The categories and factors presented in all cases and literature are, Cost: total cost,
Delivery: speed, and Culture: Communication and Norms. This suggests that these are
the most recurring outcomes that companies expect and the outcomes which are also
present in literature. All the companies expected lower total cost, increase in delivery
speed, and a culture with the ability to communicate efficiently, understand the behavioral norms and perceptions to work ethics. Category wise it is evident that the outcomes within Cost, Quality, Delivery, Reputation and Trust and Culture were expected in all the cases and in literature. This indicates that companies wanted to achieve
these outcomes through reshoring and they are also established in theory. In Figure 5.1,
the number of expected outcomes from the cases can be seen, the table also shows the
number of combined expected outcomes, uniquely found, in case and literature.
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76

47*
27
9

11

Case A

Case B

15

Case C

Case D Combined Literature
A-D

*After eliminating all duplicates

Figure 5.1 Number of expected outcomes, found in case and literature

Case A and B consider less expected outcomes compared to C and D. This suggests
that there can be a difference depending on the type of reshoring. C and D used in-house
reshoring which deals with greater risks than outsourced reshoring, since the companies
owned the factory in the offshored country. Hence in-house reshoring takes a greater
deal of uncertainty and needs to consider more outcomes to make sure reshoring is the
right decision. Whereas the uncertainty is less in outsourced reshoring, the companies
have greater flexibility since activities are outsourced to local suppliers, for example,
Company A finds it easy to switch suppliers if not satisfied. The number of expected
outcomes from cases A to D combined was 47, after eliminating duplicates. However,
in the literature the number of expected outcomes was 76. This suggest that the companies are unaware of the effects reshoring can have. There is a lack of knowledge within
the companies of what to expect from reshoring. Although the theory was from all types
of reshoring and the cases only considered two types of reshoring.
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5.5.2 Achieved Outcomes
The achieved outcomes from the cases were compared to that with literature, summarized and tabulated as shown in Table 5.10. The achieved outcomes are also differentiated based on the type of reshoring.
Table 5.10 Achieved outcomes from case compared to literature
Category
Cost
Quality

Delivery
Flexibility

Service

Innovation

Environment

Reputation
and Trust
Government
Legislations
Culture

Risk Mitigation

Factor
Total Cost
Productivity
Performance
Conformance
Durability
Speed
Dependability
Volume Flexibility
Production Mix Flexibility
Customization Flexibility
Broad Product Line
Supplier Flexibility
Customer Service
After Sale Service
Advertising
Broad Distribution
New Product
New Service
New Technology
New Market
Environmentally Friendly
Products
Environmentally Friendly
Processes
General public level
Supplier level
Staff level
Reshoring incentives
Communication and
Norms
Competence
Global market fluctuation
Host country related risks
Supply chain risks
Intellectual property protection

Case
Aα
X
X
X
X
X
X
-

Case
Bα
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
-

Case
Cβ
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Literature

-

Case
Dβ
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
-

-

-

-

-

Xαγ

X
-

X
X

X
X
-

X
-

Xαβ
Xα
Xγ
Xγ

X

X

X

X

-

-

-

-

X
X
X

-

-

Xαβγ
Xβγ
Xα
Xαβγ
Xα
Xα
Xβ
Xβ
Xα
Xαγ
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In Table 5.10, ‘X’ denotes that the outcome was found within the corresponding factor
and category. All the expected outcomes were achieved, with some unexpected outcomes also achieved.
Category wise it is evident that outcomes within Cost, Quality, Delivery, and Reputation and Trust were achieved in all the cases and literature. The majority of the unexpected achieved outcomes were within a known category and factor. This suggest
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that the companies anticipated and planned the reshoring process from expected outcomes to achieved outcomes correctly. Although as discussed in Section 5.5.1, reshoring in theory can affect more outcomes than the companies expect.
From the Table 5.10, it is evident that a correlation can be found between the cases and
theory, that no matter the type of reshoring they all have achieved Cost: total cost and
Delivery: speed. Culture is not found in the literature of achieved outcomes. Thus, it
can be argued that there is limited research on the reshoring process from a cultural
perspective since it was not found within the body of literature. Table 5.10 identifies
gaps present in the literature on achieved outcomes within reshoring. It is evident that
research on achieved outcomes is limited and this is also strengthened by our analysis
(Figure 5.2).
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Figure 5.2 Number of achieved outcomes found in case and literature

From the body of literature (25 articles), only three articles addressed achieved outcomes of reshoring. In these three articles only 28 achieved outcomes have been identified. Whereas combining case A-D the number of achieved outcomes were 54.
No difference can be seen between type of reshoring and any favorable category and
factor. The amount of data is insufficient to make this kind of correlation.
Figure 5.3 illustrates a category wise division of expected and achieved outcomes of all
cases from A to D. All the outcomes gathered were counted as unique, when encountered in its respective category. This kind of graph gives a category analysis, to indicate
what the case companies expected the most, and how it differs from achieved.
It is evident that companies considered Cost as the most important category when
reshoring, followed by Delivery and Culture. The figure also tells that companies considered aspects of Quality and Innovation. It was also observed that the companies did
not expect considerable outcomes under Reputation and Trust, but after reshoring, a
spike of increase is noticed. This indicates that Reputation and Trust was achieved
beyond what the companies expected. However, also shown in Figure 5.3, lower costs
are achieved and it is economically viable to move the production back to Sweden,
despite the country’s high cost environment.
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This chapter aims to conclude our research, given our conclusions, implications, limitations and future research.

6.1 Conclusion
Reshoring is a relatively new phenomenon, with limited literature on the topic. However, companies have already started to reshore manufacturing back home. The literature shows that North American and European companies are more engaged in reshoring than the rest of the world due to rising costs in offshored nations. The phenomenon
is noticed also in Sweden and has caught recent attention. This thesis studied expected
and achieved outcomes of reshoring within four case companies from Sweden. Through
a systematic literature review, numerous expected and achieved outcomes of reshoring
from the literature were collected. It was observed that the literature was sparse in
achieved outcomes.
From the literature, the outcomes were divided into 11 categories namely: Cost, Quality, Delivery, Flexibility, Service, Innovation, Environment, Reputation and Trust,
Government Legislations, Risk Mitigation, and Culture. All categories have factors
which describe different situations and make analysis easier. Using a multiple case
study approach, 28 potential reshoring companies were identified in the manufacturing
sector of which four were selected as they responded in good time. There was also time
and resource restrictions which favored the selection of case companies. Primary and
secondary data was collected from interviews and documents respectively. It was found
that all of the case companies achieved their expected outcomes from reshoring. This
shows that the reshoring process was well planned within all the case companies. The
case companies were aware of what could be achieved by moving production home.
Furthermore, all the case companies had successfully implemented their reshoring processes and were satisfied.
However, on comparing the expected outcomes found in the cases with that of the literature, it was shown that the companies lacked understanding of the full extent of
reshoring since their expectations were limited. The most expected outcome of reshoring, found in all the cases and in theory, was to decrease total cost, increase delivery
speed, increase reputation and trust and use the comfort of the home culture. It was also
discovered that the companies which used in-house reshoring had more expected outcomes than the ones which used outsourced reshoring. This implies that more risks are
involved when performing an in-house reshoring process, and the companies have to
bear more aspects in mind to ensure that reshoring is the right choice for the future.
Compiling all the expected outcomes from theory and from multiple case study answers
our first research question RQ1: What were the expected outcomes prior to the reshoring process within the Swedish manufacturing industry?
A thorough analysis of achieved outcomes, in case and in literature, showed that all the
companies, no matter the type of reshoring, all have achieved lower total cost, increased
delivery speed, and higher reputation and trust. One category that was achieved in all
cases within the multiple case study, but not in the literature, was culture. Thus, it can
be concluded that there is limited research on the reshoring process from a cultural
perspective. On comparing all the achieved outcomes in case and in literature it is evident that researchers have studied the process prior and up to reshoring, not the outcomes after the reshoring process, which this thesis has accomplished.
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The compilation of expected and achieved outcomes category wise from the multiple
case study, shows that companies considered Cost as the most important category when
reshoring. It was also observed that the companies did not expect considerable outcomes under Reputation and Trust, but after reshoring, sharp increase was noticed. We
can also conclude that none of the case companies reshored because of the environment,
despite Sweden being a top contender for sustainability. An interesting aspect from the
perspective of this thesis is that lower costs were achieved and it is economically viable
to move the production back to Sweden, despite the country’s high cost environment.
Compiling all the expected outcomes from theory and from multiple case study answers
our second research question RQ2: What were the achieved outcomes after the reshoring process within the Swedish manufacturing industry?
The answer on RQ1 and RQ2 fulfills the purpose of this research: To explore and understand the expected and achieved outcomes of the reshoring process from a Swedish
perspective.

6.2 Theoretical and Practical Implications
This thesis has compiled the expected and achieved outcomes of reshoring. The literature within reshoring is insufficient, especially regarding achieved outcomes. Hence,
this thesis contributes to theory in several ways.
Firstly, an overview of all the definitions of reshoring existing within our sample were
presented and a qualitative analysis on the choice of words in the definitions was done.
We present our definition in this thesis. Secondly, the literature lacks case studies from
Sweden, therefore, this thesis will contribute to theory by presenting successful reshoring case studies from Sweden by tabulating expected and achieved outcomes from multiple case study. Thirdly, our way of using categories and factors to distinguish between
expected and achieved outcomes is a contribution to theory and can be developed further. The continued use of these categories and factors would ensure that the reshoring
process is analyzed in a systematic way to minimize confusion. Fourthly, through the
multiple case study, we found a factor supplier flexibility originating within the category Flexibility. This factor was not found in our sample of literature. Hence there is
limited research considering supplier flexibility in reshoring. Overall this thesis contributes to the body of literature within expected and achieved outcomes.
Within practical implications, more companies that operate in high cost environments
may consider to reshore when realizing what the case companies have achieved. It
would give companies knowledge of what to expect and what can be achieved through
reshoring. Reshoring back to Sweden would bring back more manufacturing jobs, and
encourage more local sourcing in the country. If Sweden continues to move back production it would lead to a growth of automation and an increase of technological
knowhow. Consumption of products ‘made in Sweden’ would increase the economic
growth of the country. Strategical collaboration within the supply chain in the home
country would make companies responsive to customer demand. Bringing back production to Sweden would make the country competitively stronger.

6.3 Limitations and Future Research
Despite addressing the expected and achieved outcomes of reshoring in a systematic
way, this thesis has some limitations. Since the expected outcomes were interpreted
from drivers and motivations found in the literature, there is a possibility of error from
the researcher’s interpretation. If this was done by another researcher the categories and
factors might be slightly different depending on the knowledge and personal experience
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of the researcher. Furthermore, the chosen method to attain data was semi structured
interviews. During the interviews, it was evident that several companies were talking
about the same thing but using different words. The research depends on the authors
ability to interpret what the company meant and to frame it in a way without twisting
the true meaning. From the interviews, there was a limitation in what category and factor to place a particular outcome. However, we were extremely careful with questions
since we did not want to lead the interviewees or put words in their mouth. Consequently, this leads to another limitation of not finding all the expected and achieved
outcomes. We wanted the interviewees to speak freely, and we did not directly ask
about specific outcomes. This might have led the research to a limitation that the interviewee did not think about certain outcomes.
Another limitation lies in the reliability of the expected outcomes since the interviewees
had to remember what they expected. We wanted the companies to present documents
from the decision process prior to the reshoring to validate the data from the interviews.
Unfortunately, none of the companies could present such documents. This can explain
why the companies achieved all their expected outcomes, since they could not remember exactly what they expected. This leads us to conclude that the achieved outcomes
from the multiple case study have a higher reliability than the expected outcomes.
There is no way to generalize the results from the multiple case study since the sample
is too small. Furthermore, we used a purposive sampling since the number of companies
which have reshored to Sweden is limited. There is also a limitation in the results since
we did not get access to all the documents that showed the actual impact of reshoring.
All the companies were protective of documents that showed actual impacts of reshoring in numbers. This was a limitation since we, as researchers, had only qualitative data
and no quantitative data to back it up. The documents that we got access to only showed
the expected outcomes. The achieved outcomes are purely based on the interviewee’s
words. In this research, each company was only interviewed once, and with no further
possibility to conduct follow-up interviews. However, this was due to time and resource
constraints from the companies and researchers. Lastly, the entire picture of reshoring
was collected and generated from the interviewee’s memory. This imposed a limitation
due to interviewee’s recollecting abilities.
The findings and the limitations of this thesis gives new roots to future research directions. The persons responsible for reshoring found it challenging to convince the board
members of the companies. The board members were only interested in monetary figures. Hence a future research direction would be on how to convince the decision makers of the company to consider reshoring. Companies also talked about “soft values”,
which are values that are positively affected by reshoring but cannot be put into numerical data. Another future research direction would be a way to put these “soft values”
into numerical data to show the true impact of reshoring, numerically. This would help
the persons responsible for reshoring to economically validate the whole process. Another future research direction would be to identify all the stakeholders’ importance and
how each stakeholder influences the reshoring process.
Since the categories obtained in this thesis are one dimensional, another future research
direction would be to develop further dimensions. We would also invite more quantitative data and analysis, and aligning the outcomes to real-time data. Correlation between
outcomes and type of reshoring could be an area of future research. The data from this
thesis is not sufficient to draw general conclusions on this matter.
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